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I Introduction 
Theoretical investigation of the properties of nuclear systems 
for atomic number A>z is made difficult by two features. First, 
we do not as yet have a clear conception of the nature of nuclear 
forces; second, even if we assume forces of simple form but of 
short range, there appears to be no simple approximation procedure 
by means of which reasonably accurate solutions of the Schrodinger 
wave equation for many nucleon systems can be obtained. 
Considerable effort has been devoted to find more detailed de-
scriptions of nuclear states which can still be treated with the mathe-
matical methods at our disposal, without being too sweeping simplific-
ations of the actual conditions. It is seen that there are scattered 
successes in various places. The various models which are invented 
to describe the behavior of nuclei prove to be insufficient if an attempt 
is made to put them on some solid theoretical foundation, or to subject 
them to really detailed comparison with experiment. 
Two broad classes of models have been proposed for nuclei, (1) 
the powder models assume that the nuclEOn wave functions are very 
complicated and resemble the elementary chaos encountered in statis-
tical mechanics. (2) The shell models, on the contrary liken the 
nuclear structure to a planetary system or to the electrons in the atoms, 
which move at least in first approximation, independently of each other, 
and are arranged in regular shells. The shell or independent particle 
models are most nearly valid for the normal and low excited states 
of the nuclei with closed shells or with only one particle missing from 
closed shells or one particle present outside of closed shells. The 
powder model, on the other hand, is valid for more highly-excited 
states, or if the nuclear constitution is far removed that of a closed 
shell. 
Naturally, the general conservation laws of quantum mechanics 
are valid for all stationary states, no matter what the model from which 
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they arise, each stationary state will have a total angular momentum 
J and a parity. The isobaric spin quantum number Twill be a valid 
concept for not too highly-excited states. However, more detailed 
results concerning the properties of stationary states can be derived 
only by assuming that the nuclear wave function is largely determined 
by the spin-independent forces alone. The consequences of this 
assumption are investigated in the so-called supermultiplet theory. 
The electrostatic forces are both weaker and less effective in influenc-
ing the wave function than the spin-dependent forces. It seems that 
the validity of the supermultiplet theory's conclusions is confined, 
in any case, to the nuclei of the lightest atoms. 
The greatest weakness of supermultiplet theory is its lack of 
specificity, i.e., that it provides only some general characteristics 
for the wave function, but does not give a definite expression there-
for 
It is well known frein.tre study of nuclear structure that it is 
possible to introduce a formal model which predicts correctly a 
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variety of details of the nuclear structure. This independent-particle 
model 48 • 57 is based on the assumption that each nucleon moves 
independently of all other nucleons in a common potential field. This 
field represents the average effect of all interactions with other nucleons, 
and it is the same for each particle. Every nucleon is then considered an 
independent particle, and the presence of other particles moving in the 
same field exerts its influence only by means of the requirements of 
the Pauli Exclusion principle, which excludes identical particles from 
occupying the same quantum states. The independent-particle method 
is therefore expected to give a good approximation, if the assumption 
of an average field is justified. This assumption is justified if the 
motions of the various nucleons in the nucleus are not closely related 
with each other. 
The states of the individual particles can be characterized by five 
quantum numbers. Three of these are, the radial quantum number '1V 
(giving the number of zeros of the radial part of the wave function), 
the orbital angular momentum quantum number 6J and the isotopic 
spin quantum number 'Y , specifying the type of particle. For the 
last two quantum numbers one may take the projections of the orbital 
angular momentum and of the spin in a given direction, {!; r and 
S:;,_ • Alternatively, one can use the last two quantum numbers, the 
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total angular momentum j of the· particle (which is equal to ~ + I_ or 
{_- ~ ) and the projection J %': of this quantity in a given direction. 
The first set of quantum numbers is more adopted for the L-S coupling 
model, the latter set, for the j- j model. In the first case the configur-
ation is described by symbols of the type (IS)4 lfP/L, in the second 
case by symbols of the type (1St )\q,~ )L. 
In the L-·s model "!'~, 1.?:, '"and S?: do not affect the energy 
substantially, and that the same is true of ~~ and jt: in the j-j coupling 
model. As a result, the symbol of the configuration does not contain 
these quantum numbers. Hence these quantum numbers can yet be given 
arbitrary values in the wave functions of the individual particles, and 
the total wave function may be a sum of determinants formed of individual 
particle wave functions, the "Yl~ !1, of which are given by the symbol of the 
configuration, but the 'l's, (~ and Si!o of which may be different in each 
determinant. This applies for the L-S model, in the j- j model the II_,L 
and j values of the individual particle wave functions are specified by the 
t'V tJ' configuration, but 15 and l can assume any value in each determinant. 
In order to obtain the coefficients of the various possible determinants of the 
wave functions, one can use the requirement that the total angular momentum 
J, its projection J t: , the isobaric spin T and its projection Tj' have 
given values. The L-S coupling model assumes, in addition, the validity 
of the supermultiplet theory. 
The independent-particle aspect finds traditionally its expression 
in the Hartree-Fock equation, in which the single particle states of all 
nucleons cooperate to define a self-consistent one particle potential. The 
fact that the forces between the nucleons are of short range 
has the consequence that in a nucleus any nucleon is effectively in 
strong interaction with only its immediate neighbors, so that flue-
• 
tuations away from a self-consistent-field are probably more im-
portant than in the atomic problem. In the nuclear problem the self-
consistent-field must be considered as cente'id relative to the centl!¥"-
of mass of the nucleons, so that smoothed-out potential is not a 
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function of the coordinates of one nucleon only. This has the consequence 
that the wave function, even in the lowest approximation of an effective 
field, cannot strictly be written as a product or determinant of single 
nucleon wave functions, In applications of the method to complex 
nuclei this feature is ignored, the self-consistent-field being consider-
ed as cente:td about some unspecified point, with consequent loss of 
accuracy. 
Brueckner and collaborators 14, 15, 17, 20 have developed 
a modified Hartree-Fock theory for the nucleus. In this method, one 
uses the modified Hamiltonian which contains effective two-body 
interactions between nucleons. The total Hamiltonian of the system 
H is divided into two parts, 1-\ l'\ , the model Hamiltonian and H' , 
the perturbing Hamiltonian. The model Hamiltonian is taken to be 
such that the Schrodinger equation 
\-\ M Q2 ::. 'S '1: U ) 
which is called the model equation can be solved by Hartree-Fock 
methods and the solution of which leads to a shell model wave function 
which is a fair approximation to the nuclear system under consider-
ation, The procedure used to calculate the effective interaction, known 
technically as the reaction matrix, is quite complicated for the finite 
nuclei. The approximation which Brueckner uses neglects the terms 
of the order of A-1 . h . . 8 1n t e reactlon matnx In Brueckner's 
theory one evaluates the interactions between the pairs of particles 
exactly and only the influence of the A-~ other particles is smooth-
ed out, The Brueckner's theory is useful in calculating to a fair approx-
imation nuclear binding energies. It has also been used to discuss the 
1 f 78 h · b" e t" 1 52 d h" h nuc ear sur ace energy , t e sp1n-or 1t pot n 1a an 1g energy 
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nuclear reactions. 
In Brueckner's technique it is difficult to evaluate the impor-
tance of the terms neglected in the perturbation series. Also there 
are terms involving one-particle operator, which are not taken into 
account in the formalism for a finite system. The approximation 
made for finite nuclei, based on the short range of the correlation 
distances in the nuclear wave functions is difficult to assess. 
Lowdin has recently discussed the extension of Hartree-Fock 
scheme to include degenerate systems and correlation effects 54 ; 
In Lowdin's work one uses for the wave function 1'\Qi of the Hamil-
tonian of the system the expression 
I !;).) qz -::. so-p "]!. \. 
where S&jJ is a so-called projection operator, i.e., it satisfies 
the equation (' 2.. 
.)L~ 0) 
In this method the resolution of degeneracies before a variational 
calculation will result in equations much more complicated than the 
unrestricted Hartree-Fock equations. 
We are here interested in carrying out a self-consistent-field 
calculation on finite nuclei using ordinary Hartree-Fock method. The 
need for such a calculation arises because of the fact that the general-
ized Hartree-Fock methods described above lead to a much more com-
plicated procedure. In many particle problems, in which the Hamil-
tonian leads to finite matrix elements, the simplest procedure, which 
is applicable to ab initio calculations is to obtain approximate Hartree-
Fock orbitals by the method of symmetry and equivalence restrictions, 
resolve degeneracies by the use of projection operators and use perturb-
ation theory to evaluate the effects of correlations. Such a calculation 
is further needed because, for the nuclei to which the independent-
particle model is usually applied, i. e. , for '5" ~ A~ I G, no self-con-
sistent-field calculation with configuration interaction has ever been 
attempted. 
44 Recently Goldhammer has used the second order perturb-
ation procedure of Bo:W:terli and Feenberg to calculate the binding 
energy of o1(,. Using the two body interaction operators employed 
by him, a Hartree-Fock self-consistent-field calculation is carried 
out for c /b and c1~ nuclei. 
The self-consistent single particle orbitals are found by a 
generalization of the Roothan's procedure 74 The basis functions 
are assumed to be of the Gaussian form. A digital computer pro-
63 gram made by Nesbet is used to find the self-consistent 
orbitals. The 709 Computer at M. I. T. is used for all the numerical 
work reported in this dissertation. 
The configuration interaction problem is dealt by a general 
method suggested by Nesbet. In this method one starts by solving 
the self-consistent-field problem, by use of the matrix version of 
the Hartree-Fock equations. One then looks for the excited con-
figurations formed from self-consistent ground state by transferring 
just two particles from occupied to unoccupied orbitals; on account 
of Brillouin's theorem, the Hamiltonian has non-diagonal matrix 
components from the ground state only to such doubly excited states. 
One then handles the effect of these excited configurations by a second-
order perturbation procedure. 
A projection operator technique is used to construct the symmetry 
adapted functions. An explicit form of projection operator has been 
given by Lowdin 55• A recent projection operator technique developed 
68 by Nesbet , which automatically gives an orthonormal set of pro-
jected functions is used here. 
Chapter II describes the evaluation of matrix elements of the 
various operators in the Hamiltonian between the basis functions. The 
summation over spin and isospin variables is tabulated for the closed 
shells. 
In Chapter III the results of the self-consistent-field calculation 
on 0 t(, are described. A brief account of the input data to be supplied 
to the 709 Computer at M. I. T. is also described. 
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The configuration interaction problem is described in 
Chapter IV. The correlation energies from the various doubly-
excited configurations, using the second order perturbation theory 
are tabulated. The result of diagonalization of a 3 x 3 matrix is 
also shown. 
Chapter V describes a calculation which is an attempt to 
perturb the shell model ground state wave functions by mixing cL 
orbital with occupied p orbital and f orbital with occupied I] orbital. 
Chapter VI contains a detailed account of a self-consistent-field 
calculation which explains the spin-orbit coupling through tensor 
force. 
7 
II Evaluation of Nuclear Matrix Elements 
(i) Introduction: This chapter shall describe the evaluation of 
the matrix elements of the various operators appearing in the Hamil-
tonian, between the single particle orbitals. The basis orbitals 'I]_,: 
are chosen to be the product of a radial part 'ft. , a spherical har-
monic Y ~ , an elementary spin function (I) l }~)C) and an iso- spin 
function ~ L )l1'Y) 
The radial functions are assumed to be of the Gaussian form. 
The two-particle operators used are, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
where, 
v\. v'L 
VR li,L) -
vcLI)l) 
c)_/ / r-, 'L 
JIZ 
.Jc 
1/c ll,l) S12-
~ 
-p
0
ll,2) 
\)I ll, L) 
::: ") 
' I~ 
l-
('__I. p (- '~1"/r~') 
" I y-o'} l Po ·r P,) t:X{) c- J I L 
The specific radial forms chosen for the nuclear-interaction oper-
ators make the integrals reduce to a simple closed form. 
Because of the presence of projection operators 'P., P, , we have 
to perform a sum over spin and isobaric spin variables before making 
the angular and radial integrations. We shall first derive a general 
formula for the matrix elements of spin and isobaric spin projection 
operators between the elementary spin or iso- spin functions in Section 
(ii), and then tabulate the results for closed shells. The angular and 
radial integrations will be described in Section (iii). 
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(I) 
(ii) Summation over spin and iso- spin: The matrix elements 
of the spin-singlet operator ~ ( 1 - "'!· 01 ) and spin-triplet 
operator -'L;- ( 3 -;- 'JI. ,:;:-.,_) between elementary spin functions 
(l.Y I_ Yns) shall be derived. The results for the projection 
operators in iso- spin then easily follow from it. 
To evaluate - - 1 
(··lr(rr1Si}fl:-(>ns2 ) \ \-\5\·"i \ ,1_,-(HJS 1 ) Lj 
we use the following relations 
where 
~J.. rv ( m J) - ,,; (- n1s) 
Cl '6 n.~ (YY!s ) - ''rct-ms) 2. t\ 
() t: n.r\ VYl s ) - ;...,r(·mJ) 
if /'l1,- I 
_,- 2 and 
-' 
if •ns·-L 
- 2.. 
\.1 cl) 
~I I,) 
(I c ) 
With the help of the above relations, the spin matrix element reduces 
For the triplet operator, (.7,-t ~.if,.) we get, similarly, 
( 0.>'( iYijl ) 't·( fT} i;.) I 3, -;- (j'-1 .()'l I '1T ( Mil') ·1.,- ( Yv>J/) > 
'1 
9 
.!_ [l.',+ ',:\ 1), c) ~ ( m s1 J mr /) ~· ( r11s, J >>1.1/) -r ( 1-- A 1 A, ) [ ( '"J 1, '" s1 1 ) ~- ( Jr".r,; 1-~s ,_'} _ 
4 
For the spin part of the tensor operator 
c;,l =-l(OI Yi)cv-2..-n)-~ t..ci=f.,,~JJ we get 
(__•tr(Y>1SI)r!)"·(Ynsc) \S"\ !V-(r-,s/)'u('v< J) - " 
r. 1 L ·l [ .,,,,'} '(M· -l'Yl f Jl(YlJ(~ 
= b l n"~) I) }v1 S () 6 ( 'rYi J L ) Y't1 J / ) \_ ), \) L ( ')) t:- - .:', ) j -+ /' ' h1 J' 1 >I c) J L ' } 1-
-- ) ! ), 2. Yl a" !-t- (_ Yl ,<. Y1 :1 l A ,-r A~)+ ~ 0 I) L- I) l-~- ,\ ( hi;; i \ h-1; ,/J ~ ( YV\ j' '- IYt_f ,_·) 
[ 1. ,-,i io \Y''i ;- c '),L .,.(} )j-r- S(""'sJ,-ms,'JJ\""''· -,-,rJL '\.,_'11: (1'' +l' 'A/'j ); 
(4) 
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where the subscript to indicates whether it belongs 
to particle in space 1 or 2, and where 
'YL y.. , 'Yl ~ J '~1;t are components of 'Y] , the unit vector 
between particles 1 and 2. 
We shall use a simplified notation for the matrix elements 
of two particle operator <a., 
(1i_(IJ1kC1-J!a. (<f:juJcft(lJ)= (&/c i I r: d~U ilk l) 
where the operator ~ operates only on orbitals denoted 
by lower indices and 'i i belong to space 1 and k e. to 
space 2. Also, we shall now denote a spin up particle by c:.( 
and spin down by {?> and a neutron by ),) and a pro-
ton by TI L, We then tabulate the values of [;I ( r c;, c if· f') 
and ~ 1 ( h /· / jr /Po ) where f- can 
be )) I)( J }? 1/1, J T\ o( , 11 {3. and /> 0 is a particular 
one of them. The results are shown in Table I. 
Table I - 'Summation in spin and iso-spin spaces' 
I I [~--r,_ I 
--
I Th S'i 2-
4_ --
3 :~ 2 (h~cU'f') 4 - - - 0 4 4 /-. :: I 
4 3 -, :2:: l h ~ / ~ ~-c ) I .') c, - - -
~-=I 4 4 
·-
--------- -----.. ·-·~ 
(iii) Angular and radial integration: In this section we shall 
carry through the angular and radial integration. We shall first 
separate the angular part from the radial one. The general 
integral which we want to evaluate is 
* R . ""~b kb ('-fY eb (.~; 
(I) 
ll 
where the two particle operator Q_ ( 1, l.) is any of the operators 
( li) 1 1- 5 ) without spin or iso- spin part. The radial 
functions R ~G· ( t} shall be taken to be of the Gaussian form 
~ -L(S,.fl.-fZ Q c' U) :: N Q c. -t ~ e '- '- P-) 
where N Q c is the normalization constant • 
Operator 'f/1• V 2- To separate the radial and angular inte-
gration we use the relations, 
\.-,.+1 ,-"" '1k,-l ~ e _, - Q e -I ;_ -1 ) L 
~ L ~ ] ""' v, -r- I ·- J.v, (,v. -1 ) k 
·" L' .;0 f l") '! ~ l (;i) !{;) - ( \JH-1 "~e+l +- Pe-~-' '1~-t-1 -
-~'(__, \M +I - f;l h, ···I )L (H) '1 e -1 + Co( .1! -I 'Y f _, 
; i 1 
I{ -t 1/ ~ -1 (3c) 
where, 
I 
-
+YYI ~ l~+)"Yl+i) 
l ~-!= Yr> +l-) 1~ 1)-
1 - c:~J+s) l+l - l::l.l-t- 1 ) 
-t" )>\ l ct+y,) ci::;:.VY1-r) )\ Q_- c~~-+n(:ca. r) Q_- I 
12 
These relations reduce the general integral to 
( 
D '"'Oc -- h,pcJ ) 
) - -'1: I P e_ •- I p Pa + 1 ' i-v, p" 1 r,., Pc +- I 
s YY1 Q b ) me d -I + 
oG 
'f>-;cir: I ~ i-v,flo J rv,fc- I Sh'vb , ,--.,,jJ +-I) 1] 
-tl I~,=J KQ0(1) l2~~~\(1)+ Q~ 
13 
+ 
(4) 
Because of so many ~ functions appearing in (4), very 
few terms are non zero. The selection rules on Q, and')'YI are 
t::/L~:!: I,N'>I'"tl,o. 
and (b = Qct 
Therefore, all the direct integrals, to- ~ i!c 
vanish. The non zero radial integrals are: 
y ~ p l l I 5 l )1/4 ( h h ) 5/i.j 
Ch-t S1J''" C~:c -tS>-)5 1'--
3'2. 0 (l, \PI r,_)'114 ( J I ctJ?Iy 
(_~i+di)'7h (p,_+d,_)71 '-
l \ /4 f" ) '111j IV!~(lid,J,_) cL ,_ 
( d I+ ~I )'112- ( d,_ +- L) 'Ill-
(!, (l, n 11. {' etc Where the exponent 1'_(_. has been put as j<>l ~ 1-' -'2 ·' 
and the radial matrix elements ( ~ ~"'- Rec 1 fZ [b R QJ) are 
,; denoted by x.- values, 
Repulsive core V R and charge exchange V C operators: 
These operators are of the form V ( 1'"12)-: J£.<p/:-311~). The potential 
V l 1 t'L) is expanded in the form of a series 
oO 
V l1-12.) =- l<~o l:L \u-1) VR. (-ft, tl-) '?tz (c.n o,l-) 
to separate out the radial and angular parts, The values of YR_ 
have been given by Swiatecki 79 
vI< u t;h) ::: ( -d'- l ;z. ~ ;( ) t 
where 
X = .2, () f1 ,-L 
Also, 
'k 
Y,l 
'II< (1) 
14 
15 
and using the cl· coefficients defined by 
k {Jf J '' V\1 ~t \J m/ m-""' c ( P rl)} f ",; J = _'!!!._ d JL 1 e ' o / Y ~;: ~k+i ( ' 
and tabulated by Condon and Shortley 25 , the integration leads to 
00_ k . ~- 7 ( k) 
= "2. c: (PCtmf~; Vcmpc) ck.(~dWifJ,e.brnfbj~\I""Pa-"''c),(m?rlMhJlF (Jo) 
k=o . 
The coefficients c k vanish except for I QIA- fc I 0::. k ~ (kc, t- c(_ ) 
('1) 
and R + Q,_ -t- QC , and R-+- Q b + fc( have to be 
even. 
Radial integrals of the form , ~ _ • ,_ l· 
F tk 1 t P~Ja; Pb,Qb):: (2.k+l) ]1 Re"'"J )2 1 Rh(t!\ 2-v.~u,,r~)f, <~v,\ )" 0 'l-
and 
) . . '- l( fl. l,-
F(/t (Y~_Rb;hfc,):: (l.k+I)\RPc5'JRRh\IJv'k(i,,;>-)Rf,/LJRtb(LJf;c 1 ,_c ~ 
are tabulated by Swiatecki. Here we shall evaluate a general 
radial integral of the form 
r:-(kl d~h;Pc eJ): (~k+I)J R~IJR.n (1) Vk(tr,1:~-) RQ},(>-JRpa!<)-t,L,L--r,-r~,-1_,.,. 2 
) ' "C 
(II) 
where 
We now define, 
16 
The value of integral(! 1~) can be obtained from (11) , by differentiating 
(h-f '<lt-r 
(2~-ra,J ( 2~+a•) 
where the summation goes from 't = 0 to either 
whichever is less, and the double factorial 'YJ!! 
or 
is defined by 
even ) 
( "}1 odd ) 
To find the integral defined by (t :L b) we first calculate I 1,; 
the relation, 
z. n ~ 
•• l:_l,i ~, ,.,_ 
from 
Then (1~h) can be obtained by differentiating I,, i with respect to 
0... 1 and C\ :z.. , the result being, 
_ 5 [ 1' )-t-j br ~ ~L I ~ 1 'il\)t+l ,.).~2+1 - '::f (11~) (_-i) :J_, (~),-i)' (j2rJ' r I 
~-i . {l0 -t-l~;l.Hl) 
I:)_ 'l ~ (A I)(}> ( c "'>+~,) v,- I \.- 8_1 ---.--(,1~\t-a_{h-l_)'+l):l '(}' (} < t' - (t~b) 
Using the explicit form for V~?_ ( t,,fL} the general radial integral 
F ( k) can be evaluated with the help of (13<>.) and (/3 b) • The result 
of the radial integration is shown in Appendix I. 
2. 
Coulomb operator $- The matrix elements of this operator 
/l-
ean be expressed in terms of the c~ coefficients. using the expansion 
' 
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of ,-1,_ ~ ~ -! k v-o" ~ ~ Ti 2 _<_ 'i k tl ) f'J ;.( r -t \ m = -I( ")t + \ ( 14) 
as follows: 
This radial integral for Gaussian type of radial functions can be 
evaluated in closed form by a technique given by Nesbet 62 
Using the radial functions given in (;ii, '2. ) , the radial integral 
r ( k.) can be expressed as 
( k) 
F 
f-t-\ 
~~-~ ( 'i'),-12_): ( ?.. ) F ( k) N [ ~ 0-t-( - - ( ~~-k- n: - 2 1 ~0 
'0 - fz ) , - k) I ' l ( ) / ' ' -t- \ L ( ') _lz_r! .' 
I I 
Ci + 6+ ( t- c{ 
~-;... e 
where, 
:I.J 91 =- lo-+ Qc +-k 
2. Ql- :0 eh+ rc~ + k 
IIJ = NQ,, NQ.b Nfc tVCc( 
and the function /J. is defined by 
L.((c,j) = .;'Tfl I rc-;1 ~ 'a 
X+ i 
where )( is a positive integ e. r. 
The needed radial integrals are then given by 
(S'SISSt:. 
+ :2, ( \ 1 + I,_) (S,+J,-rf>!+p")+l(/>i+p,J 1 
( b,+ Pt )].. ( _\ i+ I,+ P,+ ~l )">ll.. 
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( I /G) 
The radial integrals for d and f orbitals are given for a single 
exponent: 
(-fdtfJ) 1 
\{J/{cl) 3 
4 
U{fc1J) 
? a f? /ry· 'h ... ~ r- , 
lbo ~7T 
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,,_, l &.n 
~ ::: ~ 71 (j " -c H 14 1 1 2L40 
Ll :-~ L :> G I ({ 4 If~) : L !l,'-,_ :;l. 
' li-40 l 
(t~ld) 0 ~ )_ 4~ "1 o, 1-\ .:G:<4C 
Tensor operator: 
to either 
The spin part of the tensor operator leads 
one of the following 
Yl> 1 11dJY1~ can be expressed in terms of the polar coordinates of 
particles 1 and 2, e. g. , 
~'--~I 
\ ,-, L I 
1 L C,<--> G2-- "f I _(h--, G I 
I,,,_ I 
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-+i 
'{-
/ 
(J) 1 
Using the above expressions, we can then separate the radial and 
angular integration, The angular integration will be of the form, 
~ ((lfl * '(Y) ,, J< . <)/) +R /, TI '"'k * I '{ v {l \1 ) \I t b ( 2.. ) \ < c _,__ '{ I ,l ) ) p {) 1 y b L "- L ·2 f.•;- I " ko t) )Yl/L: -f< 
'jkl: CJ-) J \.j;~lc \•) ~f~/L)'-1"'(~ \''~7;,f(L) u(.J2 1rAJL. 
using the relation, 
"( "tr' t (_ )\0 q, 'Z P,x: "l )\0 r c + '"' x..~ - •x 
'I ~p .• { (_ rX 
)-y1 eJ ... )Y'cv 
I'>"P J 1-Y'Q,v ~ h '10 'I k j '{ 0. --
'V 0 
- i ;.~lL+ I 
- , r 
~ 4rr 
with a similar expression for 
21 
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-
-
'2._ ~ ~ ~o< p ~ C iz ( Vc. hr(o j 0 1> 1 [~ + "'f~) 
R o< f 
c k ( {s ~'" Oi-r )YJ Q 'V , Q b 'm Pb) ?; [ ( m V"- rv.rc ~ ""'~f)) 
I 
- [ ( .'2 Q~ + I J (-:< c 'V + / ) J -L 
LJ·rr l 
There are three cases which are of interest to us here, 
(il 
Qcv =- o ') 
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then, 
- E ~~ 
- 4n L 
(> 2. ( 
'- ·X 
Cit') Q'V:::t ;Qb:::c; rv-kt::c 
then, 
Q c (/, : .~ cl + 2 J 
) I 
c· :2' C' R ( t Vvl 0 C< ) p c fVl Pc ) ~ c 1. ( (I h1 (!r:l +- ,.,t;v? ~) k.(!J) 
I< ~ 
c rz ( J6 -:m eJ -+ }Y1 e 'V ) Q b m ~ b ) ] 
(iii) kr= vv-= I 
then, 
«-:. Oc+i) ~c-1 ) 0 = Qd+l ') k.:J-1 
~ ·~1i ~ [ln'o"-Mec _l.y~Q.r l·; lh"Pc~ ._.,Q'V_ "'~b) Jl t ~ ~ cl(r<f,.,rt'"tr, {~h.pc) 
The radial integrals to be evaluated are defined by, 
QIR= \ \<~"''! RQc u! (L\<+t) V~<_ R(b(L) R~o{ lL) ''L 1,2'-J (}--'""' r}v>,_ 
G,k=S Rt,,y; RlciiJ (dt+ll Vk Rf~(L! R!u(lc) ,,cl ,,'- rL-11 r/.v 1 '-
c;~ 1'~<-c~(') RQc(l) lLR+I) v~ ReblLJKQcJI>) ,," r,' eli, C~{,_ 
These integrals can be evaluated as before and are given in Appen-
dix II. 
(iv) Matrix elements in the basis of real spherical harmonics: 
We shall also need to calculate the matrix elements of the 
same operators in a real spherical harmonic basis. The real 
spherical harmonics can be obtained from the usual spherical 
harmonics by a uni1ary transformation. We give below the real 
spherical harmonics of order one, 
p1T 1 t ( 'i -: - '1 ', ) 
?; 
(\t,+~:J 
( 1 lA) 
( \ b) 
(I C ) 
We shall here choose the real spherical harmonics such that Hey 
are the wave functions which form the basis of non-degenerate and 
triply degenerate irreducible representations of the tetrahedral 
group. The use of group theory then makes it easier to find the 
matrix elements between these functions,of the various operators 
invariant under the tetrahedral group. Let us denote the various 
symmetry type orbitals by, 
-lBI2-
, ' e L 
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We shall need to calculate the following type of matrix elements: 
(IACI\0-GI) 
C tt IH ) 
These matrix elements may be calculated by expressing the real 
spherical harmonics as a linear combination of usual spherical har-
monics, but it is much easier to evaluate them in c-artesian co-
ordinates. This can be done in an analogous way as before. We 
first write, ~ 2. e-~d)_x, -'Qllt-xd 
e ( 2) 
where p- L2-2(oi+C<,_)t-(-iiO&J 
can be obtained by differentiating (l) with respect to 0 1 ) Q '- if 
are even and if m, >V are odd we first find I IJ 1 using 
then the general integral is obtained by differentiating {20-) with 
respect to CA 1 
Appendix III. 
and a 2. • The needed integrals are .listed in 
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III Nuclear Wave Functions for 0 10 
{i) Introduction: In this chapter we shall de scribe the calcula-
tion of the self-consistent-field nuclear wave functions of the oxygen 
nucleus. A generalization of Roothan' s technique shall be used to 
find the self-consistent-field orbitals. This procedure produces func-
tions in analytic form. The great advantage of getting the analytic 
functions is that it supplies a starting point for a configuration inter-
action calculation. We shall see that this procedure gives as many final 
functions as the original functions with which we started. These final 
functions can then be used in constructing excited configurations which 
interact strongly with the ground configuration. An automatic digital 
computer program made by Nesbet 63 is used for the approximate 
Hartree-Foek calculation in the matrix representation of the basis 
set of orbitals. 
(ii) Matrix Hartree-Foc_k Calculations: H - F equations are 
normally solved in one of two ways, either by direct numerical inte-
gration or by matrix handling of the integrated H -F equations. The 
latter method which is commonly called the Roothan procedure is 
used here. We shall give below a brief review of the matrix H-F 
calculations, which is described in detail in reference {63). 
Let}f0 be the single particle Hamiltonian corresponding to a 
single Slater determinant i£
0 
whose occupied orbitaJs are the orth-
onormal set f-1 •---- - ¢N , which satisfy the H-F equations 
), - 0:. " -+ ;;_ 
't'o- ~ 'fvv 
o.=f--- N (I) 
The configuration interaction problem is greatly simplified if the 
set of orthonormal functions is gotten by {1). In case where <Q0 is 
not invariant under the transformation group of the many-particle 
Hamiltonian, we solve equations similar to {1) but modified by two 
constraints (1) syrntnetry restriction. Orbitals tfa_, are constrained 
to bel<>:llg to irreducible representations of the transformation group. 
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We shall denote a particular irreducible representation by an index 
)\ . (2) Equivalence restriction. For each degenerate irreducible 
representation A , equations'~) are solved for only one symmetry 
species ftc where by symmetry species we mean a class of func-
tiona which have the same transformation properties as a particular 
basis element for a standard irreducible representation of the trans-
formation group. All occupied orbitals of i]20 are chosen from the 
set of orthogonal transforms {; Ct ( ))fv-) of orbitals c:/'t:, ( ':1 f>o ) 
for which equations (1) have been solved. 
The orthonormal functions cPa, are expressed as a linear com-
bination of a set of linearly independent basic orbitals ··7, '7 M 
M 
2: 
If the set of "1., functions become complete as M is indefinitely in-
creased, then ¢c~ become solution to equations(!). 
C0 
Assuming that the coefficients in the expansion X( and the 
integrals are real, then the problem is to solve the equations1 
M ~ [ (~~~"~) -0o.(gil·~)]x~- -=O o.=l -M 3 ~ I (J 
where ( ~ / ,: ';j ) is the overlap matrix. , 
The two index matri.E:e s, such as ( )oJo / c (/ ) an? ( S i l J ) are 
symmetric. The matrix element (.~ lc {j ) is given by 
.J . NMM ().~ . 
\:9oioil·j :(k\cd)+cx~l t, ~='xl<xt (R\' 0/ kc) 
l3) 
(Lj) 
Here f{, is the single particle operator and R the difference between 
the two-particle interaction operator and the corresponding exchange 
operator. 
The matrix element ( ~ [t. 3 ) in ( 4 ) can be further simplified 
if we use the symmetry and equivalence restrictions. 
tiona make the coefficients ;</"' vanish unless 
These restric-
¢ 0-- and "'/., L • 
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belong to the same symmetry species ( )..~ ). Further the coef-
ficients for ¢!) ( )I jr ) and its orthogonal transforms cf-'u._ ( ), ;./ ) 
are all the same. We solve equation (3) for only one particular sym-
metry species ( /1 f'o ) for each irreducible representation '), 
Hence the indices ( and ?' in (4) refer to orbitals with a com-
mon value of )I say Ao( and a fixed symmetry species f-> 0 ( ::\o< ). 
Also the indices h. and f refer to orbitals with a common value 
of '), say fl{3 , but there will be terms of Eiifferent ~ values 
corresponding to the symmetry species of the occupied orbitals of 4'i_ 0 
Let f' denote a group of occupied orbitals which belong to 
the same irreducrole representation A p and have the same range 
of symmetry species ~ occupied by orbitals which transform into 
each other, then {!> determines a value of 'llf> and a range of values 
of )-v By equivalence restriction X k is independent of f.-
Let Q (b denote a set of .orbitals with the same expansion coefficients. 
Hence p determines a range of values of u. (3 Noting further 
·
0 a a a d k 1 that X I? x {I_ = X{' x 1?. , we nee to ta e into account on y the 
index pairs corresponding to lower semi matrices of symmetrical 
matrices, Expression (4) can then be written as 
where, 
('> 
2:: X o.i<_ '><~ ( 2- <;; kd ~ 'tdL 
(< = <A I" 
\b) 
AP 'Rt q ~ ( lLh2~o\k~ e~j-~{,:he~~p~.jh_] ~· = ~fb 
- ~ [ L ~okir\ Q~ j po]) l7) 
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i . 
Here indices t and d assume only those values denoting 
orbitals which belong to ?, o( and R and [ assume only values 
denoting orbitals which belong to >t (!> 
Solving the H-F equations then consists of supplying an itera-
tive \omputer program with the fixed ( ';: I i }. ), ( I< I ( g' ) and 
A I u. t · d ·th · · · 1 f h bl c J ma r1ces an w1 an 1n1ha guess o t e varia e 
~tiL matrix. The program uses these and equation (5) to con-
struct an l }i] matrix for each occupied f' value, diagona-
lize these, uses the resultant eigenvector coefficients and equation 
(6) to form a new D matrix and iterates until a given criteria of -eon-
vergence is met. 
~ Matrix extrapolation: To speed convergence, a set of three 
0 j> D~ I' 
successive \ matrices ~ R~ u J , \ tzQ ( L) , ~ ~z~_{3) is 
obtained and an extrapolation made for what will be the first of the 
next set of three. This is based on the assumption that the error 
in successive estimates of ~ ~[ will have exponential or oscilla-
tory behavior. The extrapolated value is given by 
L. ""0)1.,_ 
where 
The iterative process is terminated as soon as t'2. p, kL 
is smaller than some fixed criterion. 
a, 
The final set of coefficients 
Y. (, are then used to construct the single particle Hamiltanian 
matrix l )::j,} . The computer program then prints out the transfor-
med matrices 
( 1-..: \ 0 f::, ) and ( S i 0 b ) along with the final set of coefficients 
X/" The matrices ( <uo 1 ° b ) and ( S: j 4 D ) would be diagonal 
if the self-consistent-process were carried through without numerical 
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error. The off diagonal elements serve as a check on the accuracy 
of the calculation. 
Input data to be supplied to the 709 computer: A computer program 
which carries out the S. C. F. calculation is available which con-
structs the CK 1 and [ A} matrices from one and two-particle 
integrals over the basic ·"\., orbitals. It requires the integrals 
( V • c 0 ) , ( S I ( j ) , (T 1 ( 0· ) and ( i £i I k Q._ ) as the input data. 
The C v1 and L T} matrices are combined to form 
The constants "t: and '"";\ can have arbitrary values. In nuclear 
problems we shall have t_ V j , 0 and we can put 7: = o arbitrarily. 
The input integrals are assumed to be in a canonical order, essen-
tially th~t of increasing values of the number pair ( i ;j ) or quad~~:tl.­
ples (i;);) k.t ), where always C ~ J', k '4t t and (i J) ~ 
The two particle integrals ( c_' o' I k f_ ) are assumed to be 
in blocks of independent non-vanishing integrals, with a seperate 
block for each different set of irreducible representations ) 1' 7 A j 1 
') lz) ) fL when the 1l are symmetry orbitals with respect to 
some transformation group. From the supplied two-particle inte-
grals ( l.J" / /z C ), the program makes the A matrix using the relation, 
Af'>R.Q q· 
-+ £ 
(J-1 
ccr ]) 
The index ()' allows us to sum up two particle integrals of different 
kinds. The coefficient C]; , co;;_ 1 are the results of summation over 
spin, isospin and angular integration. They have also to be supplied 
as input data. 
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(iii) Self-Consistent-field orbitals for O(b : 
The ground state wave function of () 16 nucleus is taken as the 
single normalized Slater determinant, 
(I) 
where the normalization constant and the conventional antisymmetrizing 
operator are to be understood and spatial orbitals written to the left of 
the semi-colon refer to neutrons and to the right refer to protons. The 
I)( spin neutron )} or proton TI are written to the left of the 
comma and {3, spin one to the right of the comma. 
The Hamiltonian of the system is taken as 
H = :2- m,, 
( c I 
h:L 
r_c_ is the kinetic energy of each nucleon, 
< M 
,L 
_r 
2.1'-1 is the where 
kinetic 
'1..1-n(_' 
energy of the 
nucleon interaction. 
centt>..f-of-mass motion, and V,''J" is the inter-
Using V operator ( 2) can be written as 
l 
H =- L ( ~) 2 
:lm · A ( + 
The nuclear two-particle interaction operators 
are those which have been employed by Goldhammer 
taken to consist of three distinct parts 
v 12 = v R ( I) L) +- Vc_ (I) 2 ) + v s c I) 2 ) ,c; i 2 
V R, represents a repulsive core: 
v /2_. 
44 
• 
VR (I,L) = JR e.x:p (- Yi';__/R)_) 
with a short half-width. 
V c is the central exchange potential ,(fo)R,), 
('I 
used here 
v12- is 
( ~ ) 
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where 'Po? f\ PL J P.;, are 
and iso- spin spaces, 
the projection operators in spin 
(singlet-even) 
(triplet- odd ) 
'8_ ( 1, l-): I ( 1- \5I ~) (I - '1'1 .'Y,_) 
1(, (singlet- odd) 
-p)(IJL)-:: -Tz, ('1,-t-u 1 ,;-L) (<,-+\ 1 ~2.) (triplet-ever\) 
while 1/ S multiplies the tensor components 
The interaction operator V 12. is simplified by assuming a 
Serber mixture: 
J o = J 1: Jc ) 
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(t,c;_) 
( G b) 
(b c) 
~d) 
The five parameters Je > J R )Js; I o and K are obtained by 
adjusting to give a good fit to the binding energy of H\ I-ll, 1-k 4 and 
electric quadropole moment of /-/2. The values given by Gold-
hammer are: 
JC_ - .) g b5 VhLr JS::: -/a]' .29 rw._, 
,Trz - I & 'J • 7) h.LS 
I ~i<, ~ R_ l~" I c-;;:1 lo - i•5yt. "< g -
The values of the C.}l and C)( coefficients can be easily 
obtained from the known sums in spin and iso- spin spaces and the 
r) 
values of '-- coefficients tabulated by 
The Table II below gives the values of the 
for the various operators: 
Condon and Shortley 25 • 
ej) and ('X. coefficients 
Table II - C.J>fx coefficients for o16 (L-S-coupling) 
c.]) I c'/.. 'iaA~Q) ' 
' 
' I R<f. excJ,. • ' /6,__p' [idt "{I . Yc u._. C_tc~. C£'1'-f.- cJ.v' 
' 
--. ----------
I s c ,) 
'-f·o I 5- ' o·5 c ·o (;' 7 5-- I 
i 
f.-----------,---- - -----· ------------1---- -----+ 
-----·- i 
. ,2!) I s p 
12 Lj 5 - I !) - o·5 2 l c I 
' 
-- --
--------1-----· c-------------· - ·---------------·- ----
(). 5 c. 7 5' v s ~ ,. ) i - -o'l\,bb'o '0 ' ~rt, I : ---~- -- I - -------- ---- I 2.. c '2. 'i \<.oc ;;_, - -----+ I ! 
'P lp 
12.' 0 c· 0 4·5 ! c·o 
-0'5 - 0. 2. o·o o· 7> 0'3 
1 ______ 
i 
' 
I -- -- - f--
Using three independent radial functions for Q::: u and three for 
Q_ = I , with the values of the exponents (S,· chollen as ~) •; , ,_ (S 
where 0:: '-1· IS 9q 7 X /o '- 5 c.,;'- , we get the set of values of ')( 
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(the coeffieients in the linear expansion of single particle orbitals </J a., ) , 
the transformed K (single particle operator) and H (single-particle 
Hamiltonian) matrices. as shown in Table III. 
For the configuration interaction problem we need to transform the 
two-particle integrals from ('Y/; '1j/~ k 1 e) basis to ( 'fc, cp_b lfc ¢d) . 
Table III - Values of X, K, H 
x: 
o·q~ 6"1 G'-11 E: oo 
')(;(, 
_ 0 ·q6o7·2. 111..€ 00 
x,> 
-o'64585o13E ol 
x" I 
o '161~ B 413E oo 
5" x, 
-o·:J., 0 .,~os3Eol 
X 6 
I 
-O''loLf621')'2 bdO 
~ 
Kll 
o·-1 44.<t839Eol 
1<3 I 
o• B528'16 3oE ao 
1<44 
o'o2l.r.25'l•GE ol 
KE,LJ 
o-;; & q 7 '-&>Eo 1 
H 
H11 
_ o·(o?Gb 'J 6 ?.Eo 'L 
H31 
_ 0 , 3 '1 H 'lo f,6Lo5' 
I~ 4 4 
- 0' 5(:, 3 q 8374£•1 
i-\o4 
o·So91.2.q6oE-o4 
,_ 
)(,_ 
o 'I 8 '1 ~ 5 74 8 E o I 
3 
x, 
o · 3 2. "'D26 3')E ol 
)(Y 
,_ 
-o·l S &7o5'<1E-oo 
x> 
>.. 
o· l'1s-3S'1o4Eo/ 
x:6 ,_ 
- o' 56 4l.l-717E-oo 
\ -<-:~1 
- o · I 7 "' R 7H6t o I 
k_n 
- 0':/75':(6 'l31E d 
1<5y 
_ 0 · 15~766 H'E 0 I 
I<G5 
-o''l3G') l,o3,7£ co 
1-l.:~, 
- o':l.'>Oo 'HY8 E-o4 
HJ, 
-o· '1 17s 16 i 7E-•> 
1154 
-o·:;J.IJo.5771 G-o4 
H6e; 
- o • ~ S743oiCfE-•5· 
, 
'1-3 
_ o· 61497s3G£oo 
3 
x, 
0'37'- 8 6 5':)5' Eol 
\(~ 
3 
o ·t.qo77<J3SE-oo 
x5' J 
0'471 8o5'/hE-oo 
X & 
l 
o·r l.. 7 'i8 885'Eo/ 
o· 5o79oG/oEoj 
I< 3 -; 
o • & '2.. 5')<}1.67 Eo/ 
I< s-s-
o· 111>-3 6y•E•I 
kr, 6 
,,. 4:> S/2.5'Cf5oE oi 
11, '-
- o ·.1..4455'446£-oo 
1-1n 
O' :S 7 7111 8o£o/ 
Hs-s 
O'i o :S'lo t8oE 6 / 
46t: 
o· r(,')'JG R89E•I 
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This is done by using the program (TRANS] • This part of the 
program can be either run separately or run along with tre S.C. F. 
program. As input data it needs two-particle-integrals and the X 
coefficients. 
The ground state energy of o16 nucleus is obtained using the 
identity, 
(oiHio) - l. 2 
;:; II 6 · 3 o 3 ~ o ~""' · 
(iv) Contribution of the Coulomb operator: In the Hamiltonian 
( W:, z ) the Coulomb operator is not included. The Coulombic 
energy of the protons shall now be calculated as a perturbation. Using 
the determinantal function ( Hi. 1 ) we want to calculate ( E'>. /-r
1 2 
) 
where the summation goes over all the occupied proton orbitals. The 
summation over spin functions and angular integration reduces ( 1) to 
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(I) 
).. 
<_ ..,~L >-:_ (SJ/SJ)"-t-1 '2(pp)li) 0<2CpS/pJJ'+ I() (p{>/pp) 0-; (J>PIH) 2 (1) 
Putting in the numerical values of the transformed radial Coulombic 
integrals, we get 
IV Configuration interaction 
(i) Introduction: 
A state from a single configuration will only be a good approx-
imation if the matrix elements of the perturbation linking it to other 
configurations are small in comparison with the difference in un-
perturbed energy between the two configurations. In this chapter 
we shall make an estimate of the configuration interaction energy 
using the second order perturbation theory. 
We shall use the method of superposition of configurations to 
find an exact wave function for a many particle system. Matrix 
elements of the many particle Hamiltonian are evaluated between 
all functions of an orthonormal basis set of Slater determinants. 
The diagonalization of this matrix gives theeigenvectors, which 
correspond to expansions ofei:genfunctions as linear combinations 
of the basis functions, and the matrixEii'genvaluesJwhich converge 
to energyeigenvalues of the Hamiltonian as the basis is expanded to 
become complete. 
The number of orthonormal &later determinants which can be 
constructed out of a large number of independent basis orbitals is 
extremely large. This situation is greatly simplified by the use of 
Brillouin's theorem and by the use of second order perturbation 
theory. Brillouin's theorem limits the excited configurations that 
contribute in the second order of perturbation theory to those ob-
tained by replacing two orbitals in the Hartree-Fock function, except 
for some additional configurations due to equivalence and symmetry 
. . . h 11 64 restrlctlons 1n open s e cases 
(ii) Matrix elements of many particle Hamiltonian between 
Slater determinants: 
The matrix elements of the configuration interaction matrix [ \i~~ 
are given by, 
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( I ) 
We shall need to calculate ~/ j.)) in a basis of orthonormal Slater 
determinants cp).) which are obtained by replacing occupied 
orbitals of some S'J.ater determinant <150 by orbitals ortho-
gonal to each other and to all the original orbitals of 't'0 • We 
give below the formulas to calculate them: 
~· N . . Hv0~.'2LK1tL)-t-2 (R\(c.).lj) l~l .:_ 12 J ;:~;same Slater determinants 
~."'-<) 
single substitution of 1JR)) for 1 k 
double substitution of ~ji); ~))for f~; ¢1k 
\-\" 0 ;:: 0 
three or more substitutions. 
The diagonal energy difference between single determinants is 
given by, 
(co.I!Z\(Ct) 
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where ( 
CB a_ b--
- c () -- , H 
and, 
;F, c._ b.·-w is a determinant obtained from 
- l ~ --
orbitals f;l·l <Pj ,· ·- by orbitals rJ'0 1 '!\ J.--
by replacing 
(iii) Hartree-Fock equations and perturbation theory: 
In this section we shall give a brief review of the use of per-
turbation theory in connection with the configuration interaction 
problem, a detailed account of which can be found in reference 64. 
If the occupied orbitals of ~0 are obtained by Roothan's 
procedure, then the matrix elements for single substitution will 
vanish if the substituting orbitals are taken from the same set 
"1] 1 __ "') M as are the occupied orbitals 4'1 - -· 4J N and the matrix 
L ~o·j has been diagonalized over this set. The only non-vanishing 
matrix elements of [ H 1- iJ J are then those arising from double 
substitution 
Hvo::. 
where by hypothesis ¢~!) and cf k.)) are orthogonal to both 
<Pi and?kand toeachother. 
The use of second order perturbation formula is justified if all 
the terms \ \-\j)o /\-IH-Iioo (J.. are sufficiently small. The wave 
function of the system ,;,p and the energy E are then approx-
imately given by 
2 1-\ j) 0 qs, ii -..,' d5o - - -)) 
i! /o Hv~-1-lov 
( i ) 
2 
E :-......; Hoc - ~ lliJ.0 o! 
V)c l-\ i)Y- \-leo 
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If for some value of)) , I HJJ<· / . \ H j)J) -Noo I becomes appreciable, as 
it may happen in case of degeneracy or near degeneracy, then one or 
more submatrices of [ 1-i~i,j are diagonalized exactly before using the 
perturbation formulas, which then refer to certain linear combinations 
of Slater determinants as basis functions. This process is repeated 
until all further contributions to configuration interaction are found to 
be small enough to allow the use of the second-order perturbation 
formulas. 
(iv) Construction of projected determinants and evaluation of con-
figuration interaction matrix: In this section we shall de-
scribe how to construct wave functions of definite angular momentum 
and the calculation of matrix elements of many-particle Hamiltonian 
between such functions. The eigenmnctions of :t: component of 
angular momentum can be easily constructed by inspection. The pro-
blem is then to construct functions which areeigen functions of the total 
angular momentum. 
Let there be /1, orthonormal determinants (fj ( of given 
M l- J M $ , M T , which in general are not the eigen functions of 
L, Sand T. By taking proper linear combinations of them we can con-
struct eigenfunctions of L, S and T. This can be done by a projection 
. d "b d .• d" 55 d operator technique, wh1ch has been escr1 e by Low 1n an 
Nesbet 65 • 68 • The projection operator when applied to a single de-
terminant projects out functions of definite transformation properties. 
In Lowdin's technique an explicit form of projection operator GJ 
is used which when operating on a determinant P ( having a given 
M ::l. gives the needed projected function. For the principal case 
'-
IV\ t:. "" M the explicit form of the projection operator is 
(I ) 
where M is the angular momentum operator. 
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In the configuration interaction calculations described below 
we shall use a recent method developed by Nesbet 68 , which when 
applied to an arbitrary configuration produces orthonormal functions. 
These sets of orthonormal functions are obtained without explicitly 
constructing the projection operators or their matrix representations. 
A short description of this technique taken from r.eference 68 shall 
now be described. 
We shall denote a normalized Slater determinant by if P, 
its ( _.:'\.._ M ) projection by ~~ 9 f.r , and the normalized function 
proportional to this projection by .i.~ y /.-. The normalized function 
obtained by Schmidt orthogonalization of ~ ®{. to the pro-
jections of other determinants in the same configuration will be de-
noted by ~ 0j/ ~/ The indices .J\ and M in the above 
specify the transformation properties of a symmetry adapted function 
for a given group, A denotes the irreducible representation, and 
M denotes a particular row of the representation matrix. These 
indices will not be shown whenever it is unnecessary to distinguish 
between different symmetry species. We shall denote the projection 
operator by ~@ which picks out the (AM) component of an 
arbitrary function. The application of this ope rat or to CJ; j.,.. will 
result in the projection @;.,.. • . 
The orthonormal functions Cf? jr 1 obtained by Schmidt ortho-
gonalization are expressed as a linear combination, 
k~'h f X~(· di· 
- ( 
(_ o I 
where is chos.en so that Then 
If there are m :(, Jt, linearly independent projections 
the given configuration, then the orthonormal basis functions 
(2) 
( 5) 
@0 in 
·'i'p.' can 
also be expressed as linear combinations of these projections, 
In order to determine the coefficients X~~ we form a set of 
homogeneous linear equations which are obtained from the matrix 
elements of the group generators. In case of rotation group or 
of groups with similar algebraic properties, these equations become 
simpler if there is a step-up operator 
( 5 ) 
The linear homogeneous equations are obtained by noting that 
the necessary and sufficient condition that a function 
"i! [., ? X/-- d:. where { Jz - 1"\ ~ ct (. =o for all l - l [ 
will be a simultaneous eig!'lnfunction ilf J,J and J~ with total 
angular momentum :f :: M if 
( 6) J -\- "\Q. \-> = ""' 
If (!\ ' 
-1 is some determinant of the same configuration as the 
G2 L , but satisfying 
2 
f :5 :r.- M -I~ CE ~ = c ( 7 ) 
then equation (6) implies the linear homogeneous equations 
for all j 
If there are several commuting operators such as isotopic spin, 
then equations similar to equation (8) are obtained for each operator, 
and all are to be solved simultaneously. 
To find the coefficients X;..c· from the above set of linear homo-
geneous equations, we reduce them to triangular form by Giaussian 
elimination (subtracting multiples of one equation from the others). 
Any equations which are linearly dependent on the rest are automati-
cally removed. Suppose we had n basis functions with which we 
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had started and there are 'YT) -:s:· 'YL independent eigen functions in 
the configuration, then there will be lYJ- 'rYI \ equations remaining 
after the Gaussian elimination process. Each of these ( 11- n 1 ) 
equations will have its right hand non-vanishing element in a different 
column, if the Gaussian elimination was worked from right to left. 
To determine the lit linearly independent solutions, we chocs e 
arbitrary values for the coefficients X f,.i for each index i that 
corresponds to one of the ')Yl columns which do not contain the far 
right-hand element of any of the 'h- I'>) reduced equations. A solu-
tion is obtained by setting the first 1-n - 1 free coefficients equal 
to zero, the mitt equal to unity. If ~ m is the index of the 
column containing tl:e m14 free coefficient, then the remaining co-
efficients 'X p"" (j are determined for 1/ r 1-v\ and all coefficients 
vanish for 0 < i' m 
To find a solution orthogonal to first, the set of coefficients 
X p.-, i are treated as coefficients of an additional homogeneous 
equation, since the orthogonality condition is 
- 0 
A fresh cycle of Gaussian elimination is carried out which re-
( q ) 
) I• sults in \ m- 1 free solutions. Now the (h,- 1 free coefficient 
is set equal to unity and first ~n-1.. equal to zero. 
The iteratioll of this process eventually gives 'h? solutions which 
are mutually orthogonal. The coefficients (). )Ji can be obtained by 
inspection or from the relation 
Z X 1---t 0 i!1 S (-)} 
( ::o I 
( i 0 l 
- I 
The orthogonalized projected determinants '1:' f.- are denoted by 
indices corresponding to free coefficients. 
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The use of projection operator technique reduces the matrix elements 
of the many particle Hamiltonian from the quadratic to linear form. 
It is assumed that the projection operator .iG and the Hamil-
tonian operator H commute with each other. 
The matrix elements of 
~ t1 n-~ c :: .,_!\._ oo· c:t2 l 
can be written as 
) 
H between the projected function 
( l l ) 
by the use of turn over rule. 
The matrix elements between symmetry-adapted functions vanish 
unless both functions belong to the same symmetry species. 
- I 
Consider the orthogonalized projected determinants I. 0l! f.. and 
11 r-gr-f from configurations I and II respectively, then 
( 
- 1 I) 
l '11 ~ ) 1-\ il "f 1) 
similarly, 
- ' ) ilC\Ji v 
(I '2.. ) 
(1 '>) 
The constants R~, ~yean be eliminated by taking 
geometrical mean of equations (12) and (13), to give, 
I I l T( 
the 
) ~ i [ l ~ H - l~ !l. ( ~'J ') f,. ~ ~ f\ji )! 2 2 l II 0 ~i '/)) t 
J L 
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Hc!li)j)\ 
I IT_ k II (cDt,Hcd?~)Ji )_ liLt) l ~ 2 1 X ~c "'J? 
l J 
The two terms in square brackets in ( 14) are proportional 
to each other. This serves a very useful check of both the arithmetic 
and algebra in practical calculations. 
When using ( 14) to calculate the matrix of many particle Hamil-
tonian, we evaluate both terms in square brackets, and express them 
as linear combinations of independent one- and two-particle integrals. 
The coefficients of corresponding integrals should then be proportional 
which checks the correctness of the calculation. In some cases it 
proves to be much more convenient to use either ( 12) or ( 13) which-
ever is simpler, but then we do not have check on the calculation. 
(v) Configuration interaction calculation for 0 I busing unoccupied 
s, p, d and f orbitals: 
We shall construct the I, I S wave functions from the doubly 
substituted configurations l <;'~, 1 IS'-) , ( p'/>' Jsc) , li')s'·) 'I['"(<;'-), 
l''~'l,r)?U'Usp), (s'''/r1J, I !>'T!V), ti')~'-) 
where the orbitals to the right of the slash are replaced by those on the 
left. In each configuration we shall first give the number of determinants 
having M L = M > :: tv\ 1 :: o and then the number of linearly independ-
ent 1> \ S wave functions which are expressed as a linear combination of 
them. The total number of 1> 1 S wave functions occurring in each 
configuration shall be equal to the number of indices f.'- correspond-
ing to free coefficients mentioned earlier. The number of linearly 
independent 1 J 1 S wave functions can also be found by making a Slater's 
table and enumerating the terms occurring in it. We shall now give 
the configuration interaction calculation using the above doubly excited 
configurations. 
Configuration ( '> r, S 1 / S"'" ) 
having M L- ~ M S ~ M T :: o 
/. lS,,So ~ 5 0 1 , s;') 
;). lS"',S~~ s 0 ) s 0 ft ) 
( s t; ) 5· (SoJ$,; 
' ' 
$, 
( s 0) S"a~ ,, s:) 7. So > 
9- l s' ' s t, ,, ' s 0 ) So
1
) 
It, [ So , ,;r f 
_; s 0 ) s 0 ) 
There are twelve determinants, all 
They are enumerated below: 
I 't s c) s c ) 2.. (S'o,So 
LJ. f ( s. ' ~ 0 ) So) 't) '>o 
(,, - f s 0 ;;' :; t, '>o) ( s. ' 0 ' 
8· "> I l So J So ; s c ) r; () ) 
I o. (. s ;' ~ So~ s (! ) s; J 
,, I 
It is clear that when <; : ,- , the number of determinants is re-
duced by half. 
We shall not enumerate all the determinants in other configurations 
because of their large number. However, the first few determinants 
of a few of the above configurations, for some values of "nJ e. shall 
be given in Appendix IV, from which all the others can easily be written 
down. 
+ . + - t 
Using the step up operators L ; ) J T , the linear homo-
geneous equations for '1.. "(. are found. When the equations are put 
in triangular form by Gaussian elimination process, it was found 
that there is only one 1> 1 S wave function, the coefficients in the 
linear expansion of which are: 
l.. 
* I \ 
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The asterisk on I indicates that the first determinant gives the 
linearly independent projection. 
Using the two unoccupied !; orbitals we get the following values 
for the coefficients in the expansion C::v ~ - H D 1, " and the energy 
Hyl)-noo 
correction i:>Ev: 11-1 »•I/., I·' 
...,J)v- '"o 
0 c. C,.tf) VW\r ).) 
I. o· o 'LooL - o· ol.t>co 
- o· oi6G<J 
_ a • c., I 'I.) 
2.· 
() ' 0 D :) (1 0 ·- o'co23 7 
?,. 
There are 48 determinants having l'v\ L = 
Ms.:= M T = () , f>'' -j:. p 1 If V'o ~ 1 , the number of determinants 
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is reduced by half. There are two linearly independent 1' 1 S wave 
functions. One of them makes a zero contribution to configuration inter-
action energy, the other one gives the following values of C :v and 
1':,. E: l) using the two unoccupied P orbitals: 
'l) 
I . 
'-' 
'6· 
c:v 
-o' oo2-\~ 
o·oo563 
-o·oool(, 
G c: )) 
-o'ocoGo 
-o· co'H6 
-o'OCUC(; 
The configuration interaction calculation 
for these two configurations is done using the one unoccupied 
orbital and one unoccupied { orbital. The exponent (",) 
~~ in the d and f orbitals 
e 
d 
and 
l1 '-/ Lt 
are chosen so as to give the largest possible perturbation effect on 
the ground state. 
The ( vl" Is'-) configuration has 40 determinants having 1'-'l L :. t-\s 
"1-'1-r=o There are two linearly independent orthogonalized pro-
jected 
Taking 
1 ,IS wave functions, one of which makes a zero contribution. 
f.J. = ~~ , ~', 2- r the values of ,, . '-:v and 
out to be as follows: 
1\J. : l:: 
'-
ev o·oo'730 
·- o · oo/;,5(, 
It is thus seen that (> J = ('> 
0 · o 2- 31'1 
·- 0. 0 5 'l'l ~ 
2- (o> 
' 
c· o!">&o 
gives the largest perturbation 
effect on the ground state and the energy correction from this con-
figuration is - 0' o 5- 'I q 3> ~ • 
The \ t' " ( S ,_) configuration has 56 determinants with hL 
turn 
- H 1 ~ M T 'u As before there are two linearly independent pro-
jected I' 1 <; wave functions out of which one makes a zero con-
tribution. The contribution of the other one for the same set of j3 
values is 
P>f = 0 I"' 2- (> 
'- o' oo622 
- 0. ooto(, o'ui74L 
-0. oyf143 - (j I () 0 8(,? 
-o· 00<'\5 
Again /- J' :: (' gives the largest value for i:J f l) and the 
correlation energy from this configuration is - u' 0 ':> '1 q 3 ~ts • 
There are 108 slater determinants all having 
There are four linearly independent 
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orthogonalized projected 1' 1 S wave functions. Let us denote them 
by ~"' , ~ \:,, ~ c , "iEJ , then using the two unoccupied S and 
'p orbitals, we get the following values for C )J and 1::, 't:-2) 
Cli 
0 2 
Q/ 
Cl.. 
c :, 
c4 
Ji 
c\1-
d 3. 
JLt 
0 • ooLjqg 
o • o 0 g I I 
- 0 ' 00 /I 7 
- (). 06 5 3 3 
o•ooo?4 
_ 0 •ool6g 
_
0
• 0 o311 
0 
0 0 31 )-
o • o o nLJ 
0 ·ool62-
-0. DLI.4/ 
o· o o '"II 3 
t:.Ev 
-c·c.c61£ 
_ 0 •c11g7 
-o•o ~(,£\ 
, o ou: r 
- 0 \:) 
- () • ' :?3l Lt 
- v f (; (J(i·l7 
-o' oov1t; 
--L'•oo!,oo 
- 0 coo17 
- 0. 
_ 0 • oo6l'1 
4g 
The numbers 1, 2, 3, 4 after a, b, c, d in the above denote the 
various ( S' / r') obtained from the two un-occupied 
occupied p orbitals. 
s and two un-
(f d Is ~) This configuration has 540 determinants 
with - M 1 ~a The problem is greatly simplified 
because L. -t- operator gives equations with the help of which we 
can express all 540 Y ~,· coefficients in terms of the first 36 
coefficients. This is shown below by the way of illustration and will 
be used in all configurations in which the number of basis determinants 
is very large. 
'-
These relations for the configuration ( rJ / V) are shown in the 
Appendix V. 
In some cases it may happen that the determinants have to be 
numbered in a particular way to have these simple relations: 
X~. )1.. "i XI< 
{_,_7 . 
- X f. 
, +so 4 +468 - -,; ~ i. 
")<"' "3 l + LJ 2 .:-ji' X f,. 
' :, l 
><J.L+.3"J6 P- X/- . 'if} ( 
.: l[rf J<-/-t+3~4 - },~· xh· 
'f...j-t+.)Go x;.., -
J<.h_,_J~X --Jf 
- 5 Xj.,.( Y.{., +:;•;, 
~-7 =-s.l...xf· I '5 t 
'il-c+J~o c-,-J Xh-1-:l.1G --J' 'I.J-, ::: {- ><(...( - ., I') 5 
"'-~i+l 44 = ;;.ff; X /- l "'<{c+loS c: Jf X/- t 
Y.~c-t-/L - -[f ;( 1- ( X I-• +36 "-j'l xl- · - 3 -'( 
' 
where 2 goes from 1 to 36. 
The use of S +) T f- operators then shows that there are four 
linearly independent projected IJ) S wave functions which we denote 
by r\[Jo 1 ~I,) ~ C l ~J . Also, in this case, because 
of the large number of determinants either of the equations IV ( 12) 
or ( 13) were used to calculate the m<trix elements of H The 
values of \<. 1--- were found to be ka_-::: Ill> f!.t, = 10 ), izc:: 3 -,G 
5 kc~ = b ?, • The values of C y and DE J) are shown below: 
b 
c 
c v 
c' c·u4/ 
_,.o33&i> 
0 ·oco6S 
0 ·o/l33 
l ,~·--s/ I t-L) _'> ____ _:_\" ____ : There are 52 determinants having \1 L :: t1s 
;:. 1--\T c::: 6 in this configuration. Out of the two linearly independent 
t, I S wave functions one makes zero contribution. The other one 
using the two unoccupied s orbitals gives the following values of 
C 1) and b. 10 2) 
\ . 
2· 
c r' />' I ~ ,_) 
e-v 
o·ol..J7'16 
0 • o I q ~~ 
- 0. 
_ () • 0 0 tC (; 
There are 332 determinants having Ht.:: t1 S 
There are six linearly independent 1' I 5 projected 
functions out of which two make a zero conttibution. The contribution 
from the remaining four denoted by a, b, c, d turns out to be: 
50 
51 
[.) c: )) b.E J) 
0\ o·ol3l'O -0'0/l_78 
G\2 -o•c3>1$61 -c I 18 14 
a;, u' o G 2 c4 - 0 • 32..71'0 
0 • oo'>5S -0' OC/_yLj bl 
-o· o IG'l'1 -u o L 15_\_ fn_ 
6'0 2 --,gg - o' 0 (,ff.n 
b3 
o•oo 3o5" _ o'Doc/2. 
Cl 
-O'Oo!5( 
- c' 
o' oo6LJ6 
_ 0 ·co3.11 
,,t I 
_I:J' ol(ol -c•OI./6) 
( .I L r· hl- ) IJ' I' : There are 320 determinants having 1·1 L = MJ:: HT~ o 
--'------
Out of the six linearly independent I' I S wave functions two make 
a zero contribution. The contributions of the remaining four denoted by 
a, b, c, d is shown below: 
1) c2J 6~)) 
Gl o· 'L2..58o -.')_·',- ~c2o 
0' 0 8 y D ") - D ' ·3 (,(,62. 
6 
o·/430(, - I ' 2. s 2 0 (, 
c -~··2._&4oG 
d o·45'q.l5 
From the above configuration interaction calculation, it is clear 
that the only configuration which makes a big contribution to the energy 
6, t= ')) is ( J" / ~") • The configuration interaction coefficients 
are sufficiently large, so that we can diagonalize the 3 x 3 matrix with 
Zfo and states ~ a and"td. The values of the needed matrix 
elements are, 
l-loo ---1 g. 6 ~'-oo 
1-\c.u:<,:: -IC'52_ :>~'1 
1-\"' 0 ~ i·g:SiiLj Hao= 2·8lc11G 
HJJ = -12. · .363 81 l~"J .:c -i·So'-b I 
The result of the diagonalization gives the lowest eigen · value 
to be <.:: c:: - 2.. o • 'L I 7 (, 2. ~ I 6 5 9, ·p = - \ 2.. G' 5 E, 'l oo ~ 
and the values of the eigenvectors ')( c > l<. c\ l XJ for this lowest 
eigenvalue to be, 
Y..c = o·q ODlCJ X1A=-o'2.2.G11 xd = -c· :S7o 67 
The second order perturbation theory overestimates the correl-
ation energy. This can now be corrected using the result of the exact 
diagonalization of the finite 3 x 3 matrix above. Neglecting all the 
energy corrections which are smaller than 0 • o 5 ~ we get a 
total of - I 4 ' I 2 '1 '1 b "'Vvv.W as the correlation energy. Allowing 
for the overestimate of the second order perturbation theory, we get 
the ground state energy of 0 t6 nucleus -lj, 9 · '11416 Y'YlM 
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(vi) Contribution of the tensor force: The contribution of the 
tensor force operator to the correlation energy has yet to be made. 
The tensor force mixes states of different L and S • Hence we have 
to look for 51J0 states which mix with our I So states. We 
shall not carry out such a calculation here, but instead make a 
rough estimate of the tensor force contribution. We shall use the 
excited configurations in which two occupied S or p nucleons 
are replaced by either two unoccupied S or two unoccupied p 
nucleons. For this purpose we shall need the value of projection 
operator ~ (1-''i\- 9,_) in iso-spin space which is shown below: 
Table IV 'Summation in iso-spin space for tensor operator' 
J 
rc Y_lll v ~)- r::-_c» ',1~~) I (un111~)-j (11T1(l11i) 
o I 2_ ___ L I 
' 
2_ 
c 
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Also, the value of S 12 in spin space is needed which is given below: 
Table V ' Summation in spin space for tensor operator' 
i 
' ' l 
--------r 
lo<~\0o<) ' 
, __ _ 
----. 
CtWI~rJ I 
- - ---+-
I. 1._ ~1'\~-~J 
! ,_ _l_~=~~--j) J 
The angular integration gives the following values of the co-
efficients multiplying the various radial integrals: 
Table VI 'Coefficients multiplying the tensor radial integrals' 
··-·-·-····---··---·-· 
f•) Qa. mOe_ ""Qb YnPJ -1 0 G,o Gi -'>l" I 2, 
····---------~--
0 0 0 0 0 0 a ('><:Iss) 
c,~ G~ G' 
"' v 
' 
--------------------------------
I c 0 2.. 2.. _j_ lb~JS:>) ' - -
'5 7)" ~) 
0 0 0 0 ~ Lj g I) ll) 45 
2. 2.. 
'-1 
-I 0 0 - -;_\ 15 7<; 
! '-15 
'- ----------··· -·-----------
-~J I 
c;: ,' GIO ,-•2 (s)l-
"3 
"'' _1, 
(~Sisp) 
0 2 L ~l 2. 0 
- Y5 - -~5 'I •>s 
0 0 0 
Lj i_ Lj _i_ 0 -
'-15 45" '1 us 
-I :J., :1 2::. 3:... c 
-I 0 45" 4> g n5 
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G~ G,'- Go 1.- i 3 '111 ~a 111fc '1'\lfj, "n1 Q). G" c,3 G,3. ).. I 
(\'>~\~p) 
l 2. 2. 2. Lj 
-='----- --
'S I o!) 15" 
''" 
d-5 11L5" 
0 2. _4 j_ L'- _i_ 8 0 15' le5 
'5 ').2.5" l'> 12.1--5" 
2 2 1. 
-..L 
() 0 0 115" 0 7> ILl> ll S" 
l 2 2. 2- ~ 'i 
-I -I -- -- --Is lo) I') 1 e5' ~') l~l.-5. 
I. b' 0 & & 2'J 
-I -I 0 ll'> 175' /r; ll.. 2.s-
0 D _j_ 44 _i_ 4~ IG I~ 
<) 0 15 5;)5 15 
'i;)S' 75 ( L L.5 
-I Lj l.'- 2. 'i _j_ /,' 0 -I l:c~5' 0 15' '>.:< ') 15 I,,') ,,. 
2. 2.. '- G 
-I 0 0 -- -- 12--L$"" 0 -I 0 II') \l') 75 
1.. l.- 2 '-1 Lt l.-
--
-
-\ -I -l -I 1.,- I OJ;" 15 I o 1) -<5' I2...L5" 
-------··-- ·-·-··· -----
j 
The various radial integrals in the above are then calculated for 
s and ~ orbitals. Knowing all these values we can now estimate 
I 1-1 ll o 1/.': 
H'))"Y -1-\o o for a doubly substituted determinant. We are only 
interested in knowing the largest contribution from any one of them. It 
was found that if lpox ).) 7 1f> 0 o\l\ orbitals are replaced by 
l-
and L-p0 o(n then the value of (HJ)>~~lJ-Hoo is larger 
than in other cases and the value in this particular case is 
-\f1'J)o l/Hllll -~,,.;::; -o·1~ ~ , which is not very large, Probably 
the large contributions come from the configuration in which the 
occupied p orbitals are replaced by an unoccupied cL orbital. 
The ground state energy - I :2 9 · Cf t1-j l-v~Qv does not 
include the coulombic contribution either. The coulombic contribution 
has been estimated to be I g ' 2.. 3, CJ 6 2 ~ in the ground state, 
It is possible that the contribution of tensor force may be as large 
as which will then make our ground state energy of 
to be in very good agreement with the 
experimental value of 1:2.7. 16 
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V Nuclear wave function of d6 under a tetrahedral perturbation: 
{i) Introduction: An attempt is made to perturb the shell model 
ground state wave function by mixing J orbital with occupiedp orbital 
and f orbital with occupied S orbital, since the linear combin-
ations of these orbitals belong respectively to the same irreducible 
. 36 53 
representatlon of the tetrahedral group. ' 
If the Hamiltonian operator of a many particle system is in-
variant under a non-trivial group of symmetry transformations, then 
the analysis of the many particle problem is greatly simplified by 
the use of group theory. This simplification arises, because the 
matrix elements of the Hamiltonian vanish between functions of 
different symmetry species, and are the same for all members of 
a basis for a degenerate irreducible representation. Because of 
these properties the dimension of matrices which have to be diagonal-
ized in the Hartree-Fock calculation are greatly reduced and the re-
duced matrices become identical in sets for each degenerate irreduc-
ible representation. 
We shall first give a brief account of the basis functions for the 
irreducible representations of the tetrahedral group, given in 
reference 66, which will then follow by the criterion for a non-trivial 
solution for the above linear combinations. 
{ii) Basis functions for irreducible representations of the tetra-
hedral group: 
We shall work here with single particle orbitals that transform 
as basis functions for irreducible representations of the tetrahedral 
group. The character table of the group TJ is given in reference 
36' 53. 
There are two non-degenerate irreducible representations of this 
group, Al and A2, a doubly degenerate irreducible representation£ , 
and two triply degenerate irreducible representations T, and T '2.. 
We shall use real spherical harmonics in this chapter, which 
57 
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are given by, 
j -G::1 - X j lnr u 
These real spherical harmonics belong to the following irreducible 
representations of Td 
f) (:' AI 
+)<_ J 7: <c• A I 
~J() Pj, h, <2 Tl-
We shall choose the irreducible representation matrices for T J 
such that the real harmonics are typical of particular symmetry species. 
The notation for symmetry orbitals adopted here is such that 
a./ (\}s' f X.CJt:: f- A I 
+~ x "" b. ? J l- 0 _; +t a N ~ ~ ? d :z, x ; t ,2 i: "'" p ~ J ol ;< i) ~ T 2-
where "v is read "transform as". 
We use the following set of normalized 1_ functions as the 
basis set, 
-q I IQI -n )/4, 'l,)lj- e 
t ~1" 
-
- ~ -
R _ -,;q r\"'Lf -lr-r"-
2o I - x;p. e ' :'), T\ 
<I) 2 : I 
'ljlt:: D -314rsr;'4 _l(S-r"-n -"e'-' 
~ 
~t~:X )/Lf r'i4 a :t 
1 (\fL--
- 2 ll - 7T e 
'h a -[21 - lj Lj II r)/Lf - l f!' ~ ()e"' 
'1 7 -R 
The various two-particle integrals between the above basis functions 
are calculated in Chapter II, iv. 
(iii) Best value of the parameter fS To find the best value of 
the parameter f> , a variational calculation is carried through using 
' 
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6n 
a single determinant (!) 
.-0 which is made up of orbitals 
, 
CL I , 
and I tJ, only 
.Lt la_to<0 lo_i(l.2l lolo<n lal ~~ \tuo<v Ito ~v lt,,«-rr'tz>(~71 
v~ , 
I \-,_ 1 oO.I \ fl iJ 0 ,.1 It'-() o< 11 It (J p I r.:l:t-o< !_) t.:l. c (\v It-., ;;_•>< ;< I t.2 2 .~ 7T 
We need to calculate the single determinant energy, 
H o o 
The needed matrix elements of one-and two-particle operators 
are: 
Single ;earticle o.eerator: v'-
i< s s; - '3 kd<, - -
2-
I<~ \<r~ \>v-= I< hrt: = 5 \< \ ~ J(h, " L 
where l<t -
1;\L A-1 
-
~
2.W. f), 
Two-particle operators: 
l. 
"', • \] 2. 
(lt-.zx 10..1 \ ltu \ 0.. t ) - I k'2. {?> - 2. 
where 
2. C~":!ge exchange and repulsive core operators: 
l lt:2 \ t~~ \ lt:;V I tJ.q ) 
-= A 
J~4(f)+~) - c 
l ~'-+~ ~1) J ~I,_ 
J~s ('r>,_+-.:<fjft-~'-) 
L~"'---r :~ ~oJ II,_ 
.J\"5(~+:)~ - t: 
[ ('·~ -1- ~ -;~ 1·7 I " 
:l()l.ps-
U"+~~'J]lh. 
The various two-particle integrals in the above are denoted by 
A, B, c, D, E , F for convenience. O is used to denote the ex-
ponent in the potential energy operators. A subscript R and C to 
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J, g, A, B, C, D, E, F will distinguish between the repulsive 
core and charge exchange operators. 
H o 0 can then be written as, 
l_ II Hoo :l ( kss + 3 kpp )+ ?, (A R- Ac) -t- (; [ y CR. 
} ( Cc-_ t- Be ) + G ] + <, [ 3 ( 1) R - De ) 
The variation of with respect to 
following implicit relation for 
·----··---
OR_C!I)... 
3Je ~c r~. 
-t- 2, 1 0~ ) - 0 
where, 
0 :: 
leads to the 
• the best value of r 
It is difficult to determine the value of /3r,lf.,y, from expre!'sion 
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(1) 
(~) , but if it is assumed that fS..,.:.._, is nearly equal to {36 , the 
f. 51 ' 
value of 1' used by Goldhammer , then 1::-~. can be determined 
in two ways: 
(I) By binomial expansion: Writing (--,. as (> ·n11,_v ~ (>" ( i -+ I) J 
where u - S ~ / lb ~ and retaining only the first power of ~ , we 
get, 
- 0' 14 
therefore, f?o ~- I· I 4 i3o 
(2) Numerically: choosing {'>::: )• I fo J 
the value of H oo corresponding to these values of is shown below. 
Table VII 1 Values of HoD for various values of (? 1 
Now we find the minimum of the parabola determined by these 
three values of H oo ( ~) 
([j- \1,~ J2 - ~ · ( Ho6- \-\o~ ) (3) 
which gives, 
(iv) Criteria for the existence of the non-trivial solution: 
The $later determinant 2fJ 0 for 0 !6 is now written as 
<iJo -::( <fi1 (j;c cp, <f4Ai cf,~ </JJ, f4; if,¢~.- 4'1 ¢4 > fJ1 ¢L 4], ¢4) 
where the single particle orbitals <f1) rp 2 J rfs; ¢~ are expressed as 
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linear comb in a tiona of the 'L function as follows: 
¢I: ' 
I 
xI 'lr + 'fl~l-
~ )_ -: 1.- '1 X 3 ~ + L 'i- 4 1')4 
cP:::, = 
L-
'~:>"'s-+ 
J_ 
)<'11G 
¢4 = 
L-
X:>'17+ 1.. 
'i-'-i '18 
where the coefficients X are taken to be the same for 
4'4 because of equivalence restriction. 
We need the following matrix elements of the single particle 
Hamiltonian ,)/ , which can be expressed in terms of the A and 
~ matrices as, 
j,)- II 
)i.<Q I :: 
'),4 ;( :1 -
'll3_;, -
The A matrix can be expressed in terms of the two particle integrals 
tabulated in II, iv and the coefficients which come from spin and iso- spin 
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space tabulated in II, ii. I l.. 
We now wish to establish a criteria for a solution other than XL = x4 =o 
which shall be suitable for the type of numerical calculation which is done here. 
We shall assume that the exponents f!J for I a ( 2- a 1 , If::<, x , 
.it,< X are all different, and they will be denoted by subscripts s, £, 
p, d to p . The numerical values of the two particle integrals with 
~> , (i>p , 0d , ~+ having the values of f'>, 1;/2 , l.. ~ , 1'/10 , 
/ o t> are computed on the 709 Computer atM. I. T. 
We assume that the coefficients '>< 
1
2 , 'X 4 are much smaller as 
d X II v3' ' 1 compare to , respectlve y. 
Let x',_:: X :: ~IJ and X~3= ()-: ~ [, 1 , then for small 
values of X and O the matrix elements of J:f reduce to, 
11 ,, 3;) ,, 1."1.) ' 44) 
.9tJI: ( l<11+ Hu + /~" +XL(- A 11 -1- A 11 t d '-(-A~(-+ A 11 
The eigm value equation for the S orbitals then gives, 
which give, 
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X 
r/ S = ~ II -t r---, 
I:_ il- )<'- f 
similarly, 
}1,2. - An+ ~;17 k2( 
X 
These equations satisfy the solution X= a:: 0 ' to find the non-trivial 
solution, we assume a /) X , then approximately, 
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4J XC::: -:.!A,_, C3) 
and, L ll< t l k' I r ) + ( A :~+-A f 2 ) -( A :: + JJ, f,3) + ~ A·~: ) 
\:) r-;p . ' A~t4; () J I ()'' I 
1-2-:t'- .~ n " A' 3 ·); ,_(_,~,, 33 ) A3-) A"'Jil 
o C.l(k'Lt4Kn)+\114~ +A44)-CA_n ..- -.n I +;j (IH41J+An -( 44+ 13 3 _, 
If , this implies, 
or, 
If we denote this ratio by ~ , then ~ ) 
'-------' ' ' /I \ \) ) +~ 1~'1? 
,...--, _ ( I<~ 4- k n) -+ ( A ~'4 + A q_ ) - CA Jl__~h >] 
,_ 4 A~,\3 - C A~~+ A~~) -t- l tJ.;rt- 1~3"~·) 
then a non-trivial solution of the type which we are looking for, will 
exist if 2 lies between zero and some small positive number \fLj 
The ratio t!"'· was found with different values of F's, ~ ~" 
f>d • For ~s=~p: rJ= ~t= )?:> the value of ,<"\_, is -o •6 Lj , and for 
~ 5 = f p :: )~ .f = ~ and (>.j = 1!{0 its value is ~ · 7 7 The ex-ponent~was then varied between (1, and P Ito to make 2. rv 
'14 The values of ~ for various values of f'·J are 
given below: 
Table VIII 
,___, 
'Values of ,-.1 for a range of values of (?d 
--~ ----- -- --T---------1 
-~ (J'8(3 : _o·_Gf3 
1 ' I : -1'82 I 2._'tQ l I _; 
The numerical calculation shows that approaches 
as {>d -? o'7 (3. 
Thus no value of 
criteria. 
is obtained which satisfies the given 
This parameter r-\ is also calculated for the .5 
l-..-' 
orbitals obtained from a three term S. C. F, calculation, 
and ~ 
with 
a d orbital consisting of a single Gaussian exponential function, for 
a range of values of [5 J. 
The self-consistent-field calculation was carried through using 
only S and p orbitals. The basis set of "( functions is 
increased and the various l functions used are: 
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(4) 
(5) 
The single particle orbitals f 1 and 
ef't : 'x; 'l1 + x '2. 1L +- xj ~3 
,f '-1 Ln L 
'f''L = X 4 14 T )I 5" I') + 'i. G1 (, 
</72. are now written as 
The S. C. F. calculation is carried out exactly in the same way 
as in (III, iii) with slight modifications in the in-put data because of the 
use of nal spherical harmonics. The two-particle-integrals are now 
arranged as 
(O.clliAo.l, lt"'lf"')? lti:lc~c;.) J l{t/tf) 
In the (tt \+ t ) block now there are three types of integrals ( t "-\: ~ \f li f I(), 
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l t~ ~)(It() t;)) l + ,d J \ -\: )<. -\: i)} . The (~ and (' :x, coefficients 
are obtained from the summation in spin and iso-spin space. 
The result of the self-consistent-field calculation shows that the 
coefficients X are the same as with the usual spherical harmonics. 
Using these X coefficients the \..TRANS 1 program was run to find 
the needed transformed integrals used in (5). 
The values of 2, are then calculated using the above transformed 
integrals for a range of values of J3J They are given in the follow-
ing table: 
Table IX 'Values of p, for a range of values of /l,J ( S and P 
orbitals obtained from a 3 term S. C. F. c~culation) 1 
As before, it turns 
approaches a value 
out that '=I approaches 
'---' 
slightly less than (S 
as 
Therefore, no value of 
fj is found :in this case, either, which satisfies the given criteria. 
The numerical calculation therefore, shows that the mixing of orbitals 
does not occur in the particular way we were trying to find • 
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VI - Spin - orbit coupling through tensor force: 
i - Introduction: The original nuclear shell model used, mainly 
for simplicity, a one-body spin-orbit force, analogous to the atomic 
spin-orbit force. It was soon recognized that to obtain agreement with 
the observed level separations, particularly in the p -shell nuclei, 
one had to assume that the strength of the one-body spin-orbit force 
increased steadily with A, the· mass number of the nucleus. Two-
body vector forces, 
:: [co+ cr l '?c .<Y1) j J LS ' (-f) L s 
where, 
L. S 
(I ) 
as has been emphasized by Elliott and Lane do lead to an effective one-
body force whose strength does increase with A, and for large A in the 
manner required by the experimental data. A two- body vector force is 
indeed needed to explain the high energy nucleon-nucleon scattering and 
polarization data. However, both the Cia m mel- Thaler and Signell-
Marsha.k forces seem too weak to account for the shell model. 
In a careful analysis of the nuclei L(_7, N I.') and 1'7 0 
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Pearse found that it was impossible to fit the doublet splitting of these three 
nuclei with a two- body vector force of fixed strength. 
It is well known that the tensor force leads to a doublet splitting in 
second and higher order. In the next section we shall describe briefly 
the various attempts which have been made to explain the spin-orbit 
coupling through tensor force. Our aim here is to explain the same spin-
orbit coupling through tensor force using the Hartree-Fock calculations. 
The results for p ;.h- p 1:. splitting in () 16- nucleus shall be obtain-
ed and compared with the experimental results. 
ii - Splitting due to tensor force: The strong spin-orbit coupling 
postulated in the shell model can be explained through the tensor force. 
The earliest attempt made by Dancoff 26 did not meet much success. 
Later Feingold 38 ' 39 , studied the effect of the tensor force on the level 
structure of L_· band L? . The splittings of the 3::;1 , and 'So 
states of /__{ 10 and the P doublet states of L.·7 by the tensor force were 
calculated by a variational method which includes the effect of con-
figuration interaction. The method of calculation is based on the use of 
a variational function of the form 
essentially the tensor force, treated as a perturbation on a central 
force oscillator wave function 'fl! • Using a Hu-Massey Gaussian 
shape tensor potential, an S state splitting of/' 4 iot£,1 was found for 
{_;_ G and an inverted P doublet splitting of 38c f<t6 was found for L· 7 
Arima and Terasawa 4 have derived general formulas for the 
second order perturbation energies clue to the tensor force for the 
case of the closed shell plus one nucleon. Their calculation gives the 
splitting to be half of the experimental value. 
45 46 Recently Goldhammer ' has calculated the doublet 
1. · f .. 115 ' d d b ' h Th sp 1tt1ng or '" us1ng secon or er pertur atlon t eory. e tensor-
odd interaction is used and the form of the potential is taken to be 
Gaussian. The estimated splitting is about 11 o/o short of the observed 
value, which according to Goldhammer is a strong indication that a 
substantial part of the splitting may be due to the tensor-even inter-
action. 
The spin-orbit splitting through th,e t e n.s or f:or c e can a 1 so 
be explained on the basis of Hartree-Fock self-consistent-field calcul-
ations. Consider the one-particle effective HamiltonianJt in the Hartree-
Fock theory. It is of the form 
j,J K + '2 U iRil) 
L 
Now the one-particle energies of the shell model are the eigen 
values of ]:,). not of K • The operator k. includes all one-particle 
terms in the true many-particle Hamiltonian, 
relativistic spin-orbit coupling l rv I, .S ) 
including the ordinary 
The effect of the f."§ 
term is to lower the symmetry of 1--\ in the sense that the irreducible 
representations of the rotation group of k are characterized by the 
7 1 
total angular momentum j rather than by orbital and spin angular 
momentum fL and $ separately. This means that j- j coupling must 
be used if the 1 .S term is large enough, and in particular that p '1,/1-
and ~l orbitals even with the same radial factors, will have different 
-,._ 
energies. Now a similar effect arises from the two-particle tens or 
force, in its contribution to the part of~ that is due to 2 ( ,· I R I ( ) 
(. 
This must lead to an additional splitting between p ., 1,. and p '/-,_ • 
iii - j - j coupled basis functions: The basis functions ·1 (. which 
shall be used in the following self-consistent-field calculations are of 
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j- j coupled type instead of L-S coupled ones. h-1 
_, "'J- :s ""J J ~. ) (I) 
'L- (/. "'~ mcy):: Rc H [ i Cl t H; h-lj _.._,,,,.,..,s)'l t '¥ 1- s (1"''Y 
( J vJ m~_:-t"; 2 
where the C's are the Clebsch-Gordon coefficients au.d -:t':5 is the 
~ 
elementary spin function. The values of j can be either t+j: or 
The '1_ functions for our purpose are explicitly given by, 
5 > - R I S ~ ) 'I; <X 51' 1 ~= R. I$ U 'I : !>, 
l z, . . 
.;''-= RU'>I,.) ~:.x h'''-: R(bl) -".:-\'~:('>+J, ~~o<) 
I' :>/1..- JL l..- JJ 
-\f •r-'o<+.J:)o!\) h-'o/c -IR 
\';,,,c::: RlP>Ic)_F;\'ll ! I I nlc = Rli>'\IL) 'j I,-
_k\YL ,-\h~il'-lio( r'l>-_ ''''L) .L/ In, ,D ) \J' J?. 
1,- I I L 
n -
2- -
iv - Hartree-Fock calculation for an unclosed shell: The unrestrict-
ed Hartree-Fock calculation is faced with two difficulties in case of open 
shell~"l The unrestricted Hartree-Fock calculation shall be concerned in 
this case with obtaining functions of two variables ( iJG) rather than just 
radial functions for the occupied orbitals. Another practical difficulty 
in using the unrestricted Hartree-Fock method is that the calculations 
required to resolve the degeneracies and to obtain the matrix elements of 
the Hamiltonian needed for evaluating correlation effects become very 
much more difficult when the orbitals do not have simple transformation 
properties. 
The traditional Hartree-Fock method avoids these difficulties by 
building specific transformation properties of the orbitals into the 
theory. For a spherically symmetric case this is done by integrating 
over the angular variables before carrying out a variational calculation. 
For open shells the trial wave function is taken to be an eigen function 
of total angular momentum, and may be expressible only as a linear 
combination of Slater determinants. 
In finding the equation for the radial functions by variational calcul-
ation, one has to impose the orthogonality conditions of the radial function 
as a constraint. This introduces the off-diagonal Lagrange multipliers 
into the radial equations. 
The presence of off-diagonal Lagrange multipliers makes it difficult 
to carry out calculations in a matrix representation. To overcome this 
difficulty, the method of symmetry and equivalence restrictions is used. 
This method is a modification of the unrestricted Hartree-Fock method 
which allows approximate Hartree-Fock calculations on open shell 
systems in terms of homogeneous eigen value equations. The effective 
one-particle Hamiltonian. is taken to be the same for all orbitals of the 
symmetry species. The off-diagonal Lagrange multiplier characteristic 
of the traditional Hartree-Fock method are thus made absent. 
The method of symmetry and equivalence restrictions can be made 
identical with the traditional Hartree-Fock method for some other 
cases in addition to closed shell case. These cases include, for example, 
. f. . ( .,., d . 3 J)1l atom1c con 1gur atlons '/.. p J an ( " . 
Since the method of symmetry and equivalence restrictions is always 
applied to a single determinant, the degeneracies are resolved after the 
Hartree-Fock calculations instead of before as in the traditional method. 
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The great practical advantage of working with homogeneous eigen 
value equations lies in the fact that rapid techniques are available for the 
solution of homogeneous linear eigenvalue equations. A digital computer 
program is available which carries out approximate Hartree-Fock 
calculations on closed or open shell systems by matrix methods, 
using the method of symmetry and equivalence restrictions. 
We shall now write down the traditiona 1 Hartree-Fock equations. 
The traditional Hartree-Fock orbitals are constrained to be of the form 
1~ :::: ¢n). J;. :: (<. 11 A U J :t, A ~ ( IJ' cf' -- ~) 
for a system with spherical symmetry. The important constraint is that 
/Z n), is taken to be the same for a set of orbitals with different values 
of /J-
lt may happen that the radial function R,,), may occur several 
times in a single Slater determinant, multiplied by angular functionS 
·):;{1 !>- with different values of the second index /' ( 'l1)) Let ci ('Yl ::\) 
be the number of values of j.>- in the set {I )1 (I) , which specifies 
the angular facto?s of occupied orbitals with radial function (< 11), 
then I' ) R t» 0 ' ). R )1 ::; N ) ( I ) L.lio 'Y1/I . ""). :: r=' r n ~). 
where' \ ::w l - __I__ 2_ ( J. n 'X 71*/-.- fi 0 ~ )I f• ( 2) 
l o 'YI) - v\ \" 'A l H '''AI j 
In equation (2) the angular ·integration also includes a summation over 
the discrete variables such as spin and isotopic spin. Equatinns (I) 
are the traditional equations for the radial functions, for occupied 
orbitals in the Slater determinant. 
In the case in which for a given value of A , the set of values of 
fJ< \ 1'\ A) is the same for all Y\ ~ N(, , then the average in equations (2) 
would be independent of )1 Since the operators are hermoj,tian, there-
fore in this particular case, the hermt.tion matrix [ '=::' \? ~ J can be 
diagonalized by a unitary transformation of the radial functions ~- I( -n). \ 
under which (~o)-,.,)1 is invariant. This makes possible a canonical 
form of the radial equations free of off-diagonal Lagrange multipliers, 
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l~J '\ RYIA .::. ~ ~ R'nA 'Yi "' Nr, (3) 
The index 'YI is dropped from [ ~J,1 since the operator is independent 
of ')). in the special case under consideration. 
In the symrne try and equivalence restrictionSmethod, we first 
drop the components of ~ that connect different values of '\ or 
of ~. This is called the symmetry restriction. Then, to secure 
equationS' of the canonical form, an effective operator independent of 
'1\, is obtained either by choosing a particular value of {<- and 
solving the equations, 
[ 'WI o r:c!' "R~' ~0 j), 1-'- "-'n/1::: " ,, 11 
where, 
or by averaging over a set of values of ~ which is independent of 'YL 
This is called the equivalence restriction. 
It is clear that in the special case in. ·.vhich the traditional Hartree-
Fock equations can be expressed in the canonical form of equations (3) 
for all values of 1\ the method of symmetry and equivalence restrictions 
is identical with the traditio~method, if the average over values of /t--
is taken as in equation (2). It can easily be seen that the total energy 
in this special case is given by, 
tv fl J lo ( H\o)::: ~ 'i dlYlA) [ (1'1)\1<\YI?) + !(,} 
n::: I 
v - Self-consistent-field orbitals for o
1
:) and fl;L-~Splitting: 
We shall first describe a self-consistent-field calculation for 0 lb 
nucleus treating(h/,_)8 and ( h,)4 as separate shells. The needed 
C :y and C. )< coefficients are tabulated in Table X. 
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Table X - 0 ' C coefficients for 0 I 6 
'-:n ' ?( ( j- j coupling ) 
; ! 
~ I c ;(cjl (kl '/... 
t---~ ~ --~-~~-r----~-~-
I ct. . E..t c-t. . ~'-<-0-'L I C. M. .<.:-\... €J()..., ~· 
I S' . i y·O i •5 - o'S o·'75 - I s .L I o·o l ~ I ~ \ 
. i ~--·-
' 
8·o ~·O - 1 ·o 
-o·3333) I '. 5 Is!_ 1 h I '- 1 i,_ 
I I 
-- ' I 
I I I 
SJ. II ~ l y. 0 \. 5 -o·5 -o ·I G(,C,c, c' l5 ! ). 2 
' 
l ' -
··-
Y·O I I· 5 -0 ") -o' I (,(,(,b o•7"> ,b ~l. ,_ i L 
k=o '). 0 2 0 'l 0 2.. 
.. 
I 
8·0 o·o 13'0 o·o 
-o'5 -o'i 0'0 c·~ibbb 0'1166£ t Pi I b_ I I ' l ~ I 
·-·-· 
I 
I o· o I ! r '-i·o o·o ! ,. 5' o'D - o ·I o'O ' I h : l_ 
o· 333~SJ~oS3~31 ,_ ' 2-- · 
' ' I I 
I i I l bt Sj__ 4·o I . 5' -o·':) - 0. 16666 c· 7 5 j'i: >. 
' - ! I ' 1 
' ~ i: ' hh. I 9·o 0'0 '3. () o·o i 0'0 -o-'1 c·o p·&<,66£ 6' 166£6 ' i 
I 
I 
' I Pi I pl. ' l-o·5 I I 4• 0 o· o I j' 5' o· o 0. 0 a·o a·&SW> c'l3333 2. ,_ 
' I 
'-· 
The tensor force contributes only in exchange 
( R Q) (? hil- or P\tl- The values of the 
, 
.,_ G' u _,_ 
-- ~ ' ~5 l 
G,',o- ·-' - C 
" l_ 1>" '-
~ L l i 
(1 ~--c:, 
"'· <1') > 
terms when (i ~) , 
r' 
'--X coefficients are: 
3 
+ )_ c ~ 
5';)5 > 
A self-consistent-field calculation is carried out on a 16 nucleus 
treating K ( p >1-.. ) 7 R ( ~\11.) as different radial functions. Without 
tensor force the coefficients in the expansion of P sl,_ and p 'I-.. orbitals 
turn out to be equal and have the same values as the X coefficients of ~ 
orbitals in (lU), (iii). So long as the radial function f( ( p·~l, ):: R ( h,,_) , 
the tensor force contribution from /' ~/,_ , p >1'- will cancel with 
P>r,_ J P\1 1 The net contribution of tensor force for a doubly closed 
nucleus like 0/b vanishes in the ground state Lo>= J-:co • 
I) 
We shall now carry out a self-consistent-field calculation on 0 . 
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There are two levels which belong to the t ~II configuration of o 10 • The 
configurftion lh,}lbi) :> or (r,,.f' has s~ ~ and the configuration (f»,.J7( rv.) 4 
or (hi,) has J ~ ·} . In the absence of splitting force these two levels 
are degenerate. We shall calculate the splitting between these two levels 
using the tensor force operator. 
We first need to know the coefficients CD and Cx for these two 
configurations. The values of CJ> and Cx averaged ~rthe configuration 
are shown below: 
Table XI- e]I,C~ coefficients for 01:) (Configuration ( ~>tz )-I 
EQ_<f e,r~ ~~r ~ -1 c:. M. -l a:,·;'" (iJ (k') I 
/'5 : -D'') 0'0 0'/'J s:~ 'l I 
-- ... ·- .. -i· .. ·- .. ~--- " -·--- ------------···---------~------·-·-·------- ·-----·----· -~ -+ 
2'615" l-o'87s- -02'1166 '1'31<5 ~L. hi 
,_ - I I - ~-1 
, -•·5 -o'IG66(, 0'75 s; r~l 
, . s-
-o'5 
-o'/6666 
. - -t 
. p~ ,1 ! 
'- .. ': .. j ' [~:oo l 2- 0 0 
, 
i l·o 
\. 
r 
'Ob$71'1:5714<. ()'O :- O'') o'oo857 o·o 
-~ 
r>.;§714 o't8s71 h h I 
\ l..j ·o o·o 
r--1 L y·O 
0 '0 ' 
.l 
t· 5 
i 
i l1·o 0'0 \l'6LS" O'C 
I ~·o 
I 
' 
' o·o i 1·5 
I 0'0 
D' 0 -o·t 
- 0' S" 
o·o 
-o'5 o·o 
~----~--------------·-····---
-. -- .': .. ---=-1 
' 
c·o 
_-o't6666 c. 7 ') 
o·o l5SJ3.)145g3i ~~ 
I r . 
~ oS3B~ t3ml (>; 
__j__ ______ ..L 
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The tensor contribution is non- zero for C coefficients which 
. X 
are g1ven below: 
).-
- 0 · o l GJ o Lj ~ ~ + o · o o 3 go G; 1 - o 
i 0. 0 D 7 (, I c; 31 - 0 . 0 0 3. 2 G c,; 
) 
,--1 0 
L.s,l -
I 
-o·oo888 G3 ~ o· 00381 C:] 
0 I 9 0 4 ~ 2-0 + 0' 0 0 ·~ 8 0 G L. 
2-
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Table XII 
r 
! ~· 
4. 0 
~ 
I l oO :t 
I 
'i/·o o·o 
! 
! 3.o D·o 
' i I 4 , 
l 9 ·o o·o 
I 
1, 3·o , o·o 
+ 
15' ( h ~ )-I ) coefficients for 0 (configuration r ~ 
t· 5 
3'0 
1· 12 5' 
I' 5' 
0 I 2 j 
I 
]> 0 I o o 
I 
(· S' 
3 · o i c· o 
i 
C. M. 
- o'5 o·o 
-1'0 --0' 533?,3 ! 
I 
I 
I 
-o·:S 75' -o·f ~ '> I 
- D'J - o · I 6 666 
0 :2 
I 
-o·5' I -o'/ o·o 
o·o -o·o75': o·o 
i 
I 
-o·5 1-o·r66G6 
I 
o · o 1--o· 2 ! o · o ! 
I 
. t·o74•7bi4Bto·s- -~ o_·o c·o 
1'5 
o·:J62S' 
I • ((jJ I (kQJ 
-- - -~---
1 
~l I~ l 
2- : ;-
I 
+--··· 
• 
S_r · l 
L. ! t' 3;)... 
Sl I b 
l- : )... 
' 
' i 
c·7S P~ : S1 
~ I ~ 
I 
-·---- ··------·~-~-
l' j 
o ·:;:> ·o62S' h ~ 1 
,_ ,_ 
(). 7S' 
.. J. 
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tensor force coefficients, Cx : 
a ,-;'--).. 0 , 02 ,_2.2. C:,_ -to•oo444 '-'>,_ 
- 0' 0 2. 2. 2. 2. c I O + 0' 0 0 4 Y 4 (],, -
-to·oo888 C/- o·oo 38\ c;} 
Without tensor force the S.C. F, program gives the following values 
for the two configurations: 
81 
::;- -1 
Table XIII - Values of'j.,K, H, for 0 , configuration ( ~'J/2-) no 
X 
-
tensor force included , 
x' I 
o· I q 4S o:0 33f-oo 
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h,¢4 0'15' lo 02q4Eoo l o·~2/bfj6z_3E-oa 
\-<. 
K I' 
H 
1--l II 
_ 0 ·q5"3} /2. lib ol 
- o' 11773o'13-oo 
7 
)<3 
0 ' Lj 'l.. 0 8 G 4 0 I E -<'O 
h 
> ' 
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15 , -I 
Table XIV - Values of X, K, H foro , configuration(ri}, no tensor 
----~~----~~~~=~~~~~~~~~ 
<P7 
K 
1-1 
force included. 
I 
')(, 
y 
x, 
'1..7 
I 
0'7'1"1'>G211Eoo 
kll 
o·~3'>7bbll.Jfol 
f1 1/ 
- o·'l5'3>74;>,1E o I 
I 
y.,2 
_ o·l/ 7734.o4E-oo 
x' 2 
- o·116f!:,Cf2.16 G-oo 
K' 4 y 
o·4 8~:Lo49 ?Eo I 
H 44 
_ o'4 6'lo7b38 Eo/ 
7 
;;._3 
c·4 2 2 GO~oE-oo 
1<7 7 
o•486 7ool of o I 
H17 
_ o·LJ ~4ooo{,']Eo/ 
p 
The total energies of the two configurations turn out to be the same 
1z,·j 2. c;:, 5 )<. 1o 5 ~~ 
Including the tensor force we get the following values for the two 
configurations: 
Table XV - Values of X, K, 
force included. 
X~ 
~ h ~ 
H for 0 , configuration ( r 'lh ) , tensor 
I 
x2.. 
84 
gL ¢, o· 92 "12S75"3.Eoo - o'/2 77 CJ'l'6E-co o'/ <tb/76CfoE-oo 
h,l ¢4 x( 
6' 7!J lb3i6g E.oo 
x' I 
c· '73 >II~ 7oE oo 
y 
X 2 
- 0' I 2. 3 0 'I [i d E -cO 
7 
XL 
-o'Y7 Lo'l4c 6 E o{ 
o'4 '2 5'i 7a'J(E-oo 
7 )( 3 
o''-!'12 S7o2(;Eo/ 
1-{77 
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Table XVI Values of X, K, H 15' <rU-l. 
-
for 0 , configuration 
tensor force included. 
'<. 
¢; I I I 
St_ ¢, 
x, 'I-;_ )(3 
0 , 1 c1 2 1 4 (, '> ') E -oo 
o·93o41613Eoo _ 0 ' I L :S'l 7 757E-oo 
~\ ¢11 "'" '1..4 
/1 
I l 3 
o·7'-1 'lB 3 ioq £ oo - t)IIJ5 8 )_ 2 "f] £-DO o·4J zfJ't73•E-oo 
~!." ql 7 )< 7)_ 
7 
x, Y.:s 
!)' 74 92'> 84 7E ov -o'l/5"o"'45-lf-oo 0' 4 2. 15"8377£-oo 
K 
i< II 1<44 kl/ 
o'135fl.j~ '15~ o/ tJ·4go4 1/ 78Eol o·4B'>81<87Ev/ 
H 
HIt H I.Jy /-{ 77 
-o·qLfCJo3'i'l sEo I - c' 4 56 t;-5-f" 8 1 E o I -o'46 46n8.!.f o/ 
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The total energies of the two configurations turn out to be 
The energy difference between theJ= ~ and _!_ states of a6 
,_ 2 
is therefore Lj • D 5 MiN as compared to an experimental value of 
(,· \') ~ The above calculation shows that the h 1,_ level lies 
lower than pL level which does not agree with the experimental result. 
l-
It may be due to the fact that we have used only tensor-odd operator, 
and have put the tensor-even operator equal to zero. 
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VII Conclusions 
This work has been concerned with the Hartree-Fock self-consistent-
field calculations on light nuclei. Various other attempts 24• 31 • 82 , 
using a Brueckner type technique have been made to obtain the quantitative 
results for finite nuclei. 
In these calculations, instead of using the modified wave functions with 
the real interactions, unmodified shell model wave functions with interactions 
which are modified by the two-particle correlations are used. Using a 
Brueckner-Gammel- Weitzner theory 23 of finite nuclei, self-consistent-field 
solutions of the Hartree-Fock equations as modified by Brueckner and Goldman 
19 . 24 16 4o have been obtaJ.ned by Brueckner, Lockett and Rottenberg for 0 , C'a,. , 
q-qo • The calculation gives the magnitudes of binding energies and separation 
energies too small for these nuclei. 
Goldhammer 44 has used the second-order perturbation procedure of 
Bolsterli and Feenberg for the ground state calculation of 0 16• The two-
body interaction operator employed has a serber exchange character with 
repulsive core and tensor component, determined to give a reasonable fit to 
the properties of It'!.• J.j 3 , "*'}and 1.,1€~ The resulting eigenstate for o16 is 
found to have an energy eigen value of -129. 2 mev neglecting the Coulomb 
forces. 
Using a matrix version of Hartree-Fock equations a self-consistent-
field calculation is carried through for o16 and o15• The nuclear two-body 
interaction operators employed are the same as by Goldhammer. The 
ground state energy of 0 16 turns out to be -116. 304 mev, neglecting the 
Coulomb forces. The contribution of Coulomb forces treated as a perturb-
ation turns out to be 18. 24 mev. 
A configuration interaction calculation was then carried through. The 
excited configurations used are the ones in which two occupied orbitals have 
been replaced by two unoccupied orbitals. The orthonormal linearly in-
dependent l,i 5 wave functions are constructed using the projection oper-
. f 68 , 's· ator techn1que o Nesbet • It was found that two of the ' wave 
functions from the configuration (cl')V) give significant contribu-
tion to the energy correction, so that a 3 x 3 matrix using the 
ground state wave function and these two wave functions was diagonalized. 
The diagonalization of this matrix gives the energy eigen value for 
016 to be -I;), G · '6 q hUS • Allowing for the overestimate of the 
second order perturbation theory we get the configuration inter action 
energy to be -I 3 · G, I 0 'lo ""'-t.r and so the total ground state energy 
of oll'o nucleus turns out to be -I:), q . 9 I 4t o ""'-C.S This does 
not include the Coulomb and tensor force contributions. 
It is interesting to compare our results with those of Goldhammer's. 
Goldhammer finds a zero order contribution of 87·g v.Rr to the binding 
energy, while our calculation yields a value of l16'3o4"'tJ- • Our 
estimate of the tensor force contribution does not exceed one Y\,Q;U , 
w hile Goldhammer gets a value of 3 6 '~ "'Cs from tensor force in the 
second order. It may be that a bigger contribution from tensor force 
in our calculation may result from the excited configurations which 
were left out in the estimate of tensor force contribution. Such a 
contribution will bring our result closer to the experimental value of 
, since it will cancel out the Coulombic con-
tribution. 
N 3, 4, 26, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 45, 46, 82, 83 umerous attempts 
have been made to explain the spin-orbit coupling through a two-body ten-
sor force. The doublet splitting obtained by Terasawa turns out to be 
half of the experimental value. Feingold has used a perturbation-
variational calculation to calculate the doublet splitting. 
An S.C. F. calculation was carried through on o's. It was found 
that E ( P\) E ( p >1,_) -= Y' o t; ~ where E ( Pt ) and 
E l/n~) are the energies of the configurations (Pi f 1 and (Pll, f' re-
spectively. This calculation puts the ;L state to be lower than ~ 
88 
L I~ -
state. Experimentally it has been found that 3 state inO lies at 6 "I') 'YI~ 
above the ground state(J" ~ -i_). 
The calculation which has been carried out here 
can be extended to other light nuclei like N 14, c)2- etc. 
on c lb and 0 1 :,-
Using the S.C. F 
orbitals other interesting nuclear properties like quadropole moment 
etc. can be calculated and compared with the known experimental 
values. These calculations can also yield information on the type 
of coupling to be used for the light nuclei. This type of calculation 
can aleo be used to find the low-lying excited states of light 
nuclei. 
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APPENDIX I 
Repulsive core and charge exchange radial integrals: 
[o) '3 '$/ F (o,oi o,o) = css t ss)o :::: __ 8 JjJ lS,s,_s, S~) Lt 
L ~a ~c~,+s.-r>, • s4)-t-~'-{s:,+sL l \o;~, 
'lbJ(J (!>4 lS 1s,_),1'-+ l~,p.,_)"l4 _ 
[ ~ 0 ~lSI +51+ ~ 1 -;- ~1-)+ f (h+ 51) ~p,_+ S,_) )"/ '-
\bJ p,4 ls,>L)I/y thvJ''-+ [.;2.o-+0lsr+;,_J1 
L "- ~ I; (s' + s,_-;- h+ P.t )-+ (j" l s-t + >,_ J~ ;~-~~)}-s-t>-
- r.:,5 5f'-1 l. J 
- ;>, 'L J I l \>IUJ 1'4) l J, D 0 'l-+ £_~Jlt,_+_\\~ I'_,+ P4) d f (~d,_)( p"!<+~q) 
:, 1:_1()1-, c~ 1+\,,+-~1+py )+ ro' (\',+~,_\ '· v3 +r4 )] 71i.. 
::,1. o o J d '- ~ 5' ( P I f' \> ~ \?4 ) ',;I 1-i 
2{d il ~ I r ,-+ ~>~~~ \>" ):;~~ r,+ ~.) ( ~~~ ;~:,_,) y1t~.-
l- i2 5 l"' q l/1-i 
_ t4D J ~ t' (S1 ~,__ (J 1cl,_) 
------L.:~ a~ (>,+,,+.:~I+ J,_)-t ~'" u, -rd,;u. +J,_) }l'" 
_ 31. J ~5 cs 1sJ14 tJ ,J,_)114 Cj_0 + r~\'' + q f' 
[.:~ 0 ~(s 1 -;-s,+cl 1 +ch)+f'>"'(s,-+ S,_) (cl1+<l,) T'"' 
- (, h )')/Lj I l/Lj '- 1-
- I~ g J Q ~ (piP- (dlo,_) [,<g'J+Io~~(h-tp,~d 1 +c1,_)+5f !i?J1)(p,-td,_)J 
\_:;( ~~lh-tfL-+di+J,_)+ ~"-(\?\Tel\) l\>,+J,J] '1('/.-
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(cJ.p\cAd:: 
. R b > /4 l/4 ,_ . lcl~ I hl0 "'(,4Jr (rrl\.) rJ,d,) [2J+tH p,tp._)][22V+&3p\~,~r,+J,+d,.)+>J>LCr,+r")(J 1+~ 
3 [~a r \ r,+ r,. tel, +J,) + ~... \ r,_. hIre~, +cl" > J "''" 
(cldl\>~)~ - 8 q(,')o Tf-'10t(h\>,_)'14 (J,JL)714 c~~-r~ (~,+\',.)] 
:-> [.z~ 11,\ h+r, + c-~,+dL) +-~"( h+r.) ,,~,+ci>J] 'it~.-
(HIH)o :: 1:1..8T~4 (J,dLJ>clt,)71'i [_ ioo g0LJ +t>6o 0?>p,(~,+Jt+J,+dtt) 
'-\ L <) , 7 S + ~ 0 '() .. fl, ( 3( d 1 -+ J 1. )-+ ;i c (ell+ J, ) ( J 1, + J 4 h 3 ( d 3 * J1;) j -1- b 6 0 \> 
(ell+ J J.-4-d 1, +d4) ( d 1 +d ,_) (rl :~ h(Lf )+I 5 (>~ ( d, ~cl,_) \d! :+ ,1 4 );.. J 
--·-· ··- --------------- -- -
~ 1.- 7 J d j )?/4 [ 1. . ·· I c J 
- 3) SLJ J ~ ~ (J, l 3'4 J.b3 -r !4~ j1~1~J<rJ?,+"'4)+-7)\{d 1 +cf,_)(J~+d4) 
-----·---~- --------------···--- ----· ----~--------
\' Ill 3 L .2.o!1,(J,+cl,_+,tJ+diJhf1"'Cd~-~-Jt)(d].+ci~;JJ 2-
7 1 /4, 
_ 3'ncr1 S'Q 4 ~ (d,JLJ1J4) 
!'{~(1\"(cl.,-cd,_+cl,+ J4 )t-~'-(d,+d,_) (&,·t<J4)J llj,__ 
_ 3 5" 8 4 J {) <, (!> (, !l' s, )"'4 ( {t f. ) q I Lj 
L"311, (l,-rsL+-\",+L)+~'-(s,+~,)\l,+kJl 11 >-
(:,4 J ~~b(S;sct4(·Lf. .. )'114 [2~+- (>(5,--tS,.)f 
[" 8 ~ P, + s,+ -L -t L. ) + !'> '- U ,..s .. ) l + 1 + L 1 .J ~ r 2 
( ~ ~ l ~ r )OL::: ;),56o J(j"/'>'(hpj-'4 (-f,f,pt4 L"'6a~ 14tll"(lytp,+j~\,__)+7f1\\:>n,)(r,+-qJ 
;:{ ~ (J l) \_~I+- fe-d I+{,__) + ~,__ l h + -f I ) \f', + \, ) ] 1\! '-
'~r(Hl4-= ss.29b T()LJ~l tl,~r, ·{1'-1 lt1-U'l 1'--J 
L 1, '3 I' ( \o I + r' + t I + L ) + ~1- ( h+ t I ) ~ lr' + f,) r I ,_ 
I 3 lllj - '4/~ ) l-\J (~cl) -:: St·2_ J() ~ (c\IJ,) l-\, -l,_) L t'l8Lt~4 --t-loo 8 () J"!:> 
( c1 I+ J, + c-~- f,.) _._ :2- g o,__ v~ ') u I -1-d,) "+ ;!. 8 ( c + c1,) ( -1, + J,_) 
+ 5 ( L + J, )-,__ 1 + 14 0 O p"U 1+ d I) ( L + c1,)(-\ 1 +f. +d ,.,..d,) 
l; -,__ -,__ J +&s- [' U 1+J,) IL+J,J 
--·-------·--···-----
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;::: 4 3••8 J{)> ~8 ( d I J ,__ )714 ( t I r. )'11'-j ( 4 4 ~)__+I R B f>(dl+d,+ {, + (,_) +'1 ~·(cl,+f,) (J,+(,_) 
5 [ .'1 ~ ~ ( J I-+ J '+ -\--, +-(, )+f' ( d I +- {,j I d I+ {d _) 13/,_ 
• 
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(fJ/+J)5- ;).9/3f,qJ'Q5 ~8(JiOL)714(.ftfl.-)q/q--
!) L"" ~ ~ Vt T J L+ ·C + !. )-t ~1. (J I+-+,) I d L t- L) J I,,).. 
ltfld.J,)o- '2.5"bJ~gld,J:>.)lllj(i)1'.".,}'\l~+~(J,+JL)J[s-.2'6()LJ 
--~"l Lto ~ "1~ (cl,+J,-t f,+f~.-)+:1 a~'-~·~ (t,+ ()~8t{1 +.ft)td 1-t-J,) 
.... ., 1 
-+(c!,-..cl,) l+::Lc3r (d,.,.j,-+-f,+(,JIJ,+JcJit,+fl.J 
... s ~ Lj I cl, +J l.- )..,_ ( +I+ ·L) 1-J 
----------------------~~--
5 [l2 ~\cl,+&,+ C+f,J-(' f'r<A,+d,J({,+f.lJ i>t,_ 
· '-{1.,8 l/4 qflj .l ,_ . '- J I f).) 
_ 3o7lJJrid1J,_) (f,f,.) [l:}+f>iclt+ddJ[~4j+i43pid1-tJ,r{,+{,)+7f(d,-c ,Jin+-t,~ 
t ·'"'Hlh+c12,+ f,+f,)-t r>'"~l,+o,Jit~+L)f~/~- ---- . 
4 /l ,1 7 /4 q /4 
_ 12. I 6 5 12. .J ~ ~ [.<- () + (> ( oi,+J,) J ( J" J 2 ) (~, fJ 
1,) C 1 ~ " r c~, +" , + .r, + L J + r" rcr,-~ J, ) I f I+ .r, ) ] I 3t-... 
-\- I 0 0 & 0 4 {\ .,_ 1 ')( t I + +,) 1.+ :1-1 ( t I+.(,) ( f l T -{4 )+ s- ( fl + {4) L l 
->- l &o 'iJ > ~', Y ( -L + f, ) 7, + :11 ( {,+ f~.-J'" ( f .l d4) +,2. I ( f1+f~.-) (fJ+ f4) ,_ 
+( { ;+ .(4 J" f + 4 1.0 ~"[' 4 U,+ f, ) I f 3+ t4 !j 1 ( 1 +f.)'* s-<. f, + f,J If/ f4) 
+ch +f 4 J'1+:&1o 8r>S"(fl+t,_l'"lf,+ hJ'-U 1+f,+f,,,.+4 ) 
--1- s 5" (\ ~ c+ r + f, l 1 l f r+ t4 J 3] 
~,-[.2~p.lf1+ L+fl-~-+~;J+!s .... (t,+(,J (f 1--r{4J] I'>/-,_ 
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(-f.fiH )'2.:: G:>I44J 01-~9 t-t~Lh-LJJ'11'-l[ ugg 0 LJ-r- 1 q 40 3~ 
( r, + L+ f/ -14 J + .3£ t ~"f' 1 -r ,+ -id '--+ 361 +1+ +,J rfl-++4)+ 7ff/+4(] 
-+.:Ls-~ d [>-,'lt 1+h)lf1-+f4) ltt+L-t-Il+f4)+6'f'y(f,+{,J'-(f,rf4 J'-] 
I c 1 ~ H + I+ -f,_-+ f ,-t- f 4 ) + F'- I f I -t f '- ) ( fJ + t 4 J] I) h. 
r 4 LJ ~ - q 1~ - 1 ( thft) = 1-~3.)~J~ ~ (tlfzf).f4) LS"'-»~L'-:J~(t/+[,-t-{3+{1,)+11(1'--(ft+ fc)(f3+t4}j 
:sse :1V~(-f,+-L+ -f';-+ L1J +-r''-(-it+-L)(f3_,_f4)] 1,-r, __ 
APPENDIX II 
Tensor radial integrals: 
\ r 51 ps)lG~) ~. ~ 8° Jjj'-~lt (PI\J,_)c;llt(S15,}
1LJLJ,,'(J-t0l\>;H;J) 
L .'l D ~ l \>.t- p,.,. s, + l .. ) + (( h -t, I I l p Lt-\, J] l/ ,_ 
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y "14 ~'4 .,_ 
1(:, J() 17, (h~J (S15,) [."tc3H~0(S 1 +5,+j>1+PJ+1t(l>;ti,)(p,-t5,J] 
('-'~P~lv~+t~+> 1 +>.:tl +~~( h+s,J(\>,+hJ] 11,_ 
1 boD J 01 1, 4 c r 1 u ''4 t s, s j' '4 
L~/) ~ (p,+r,+S 1+S,.)+ r~(\> 1-tS,) (P._+s~)} 7 1'-
go J ~ ~ 11 ( h p,_ { /4 ( S I S ~) l/4 [.1 ~ -t- ~ ( l; + S,J j 2. 
[j, 3 rl, ( ,, ;+ ~L -t- 5; + 5._ )+ ~'- (S 1 -tS, )( h T p._ l) l/1-
(pp\SS) ( c;;,~) = \boo J'.j> ~~ trl\o~ )?It; (S, ~j 1 'i 
p,~ ~( ~-~'P:~,-tS;-t S,) +!1-'(S,+S,) l fl+ p .. J]lll-
(triSS) c~;) =- 4 &o J~.,_l'4 chr~),''~(l,hJ''4l'2'il-tr(l;+s..j} 
~..~ ~ r t p,+ r ..+ s, +s. 1 + r ,_ (s, +5, J U'IT P>J] lh-
c rl'l rr) Cc;:) =-ti:>aJ~~51hr,\>,1>4)' 4 l1 J+~tr_.,+r4J]L~8~\60pWr,tl'3-rr4l+3p'-(f>J+p,)(P1+h~ 
·~-~---· 
?:, [ :'1 ~I' ( h -t ~. -t ~1-t P4) + , .. L ( h + \\) l h -t Pit!] '1!2-
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(p~\p~) (G~):: 7-l/.joo J(l.,~'lhl>.c h1>~)'5"/~[2(J+~(r'!>+r4ll 
;], C. .:0 2 ~ ( r, -~- r.._-~- ~> _, -t ~>It) +- ~ L ( 1, 1 -~- r L) ( v .~ + 1, 4 >] 91 ,_ 
r. . s·f 
lG ,0 ) ~ '(,~r a 11,'1 h p, I>}~ J \2-(J-rl>tr,+ r.JJ~ c; 1 '-..... qr l v~~/P/ P4Jt- 3 ~L("t P,Jlp3+/,~>J 
3 [ t IJ 11, ( r ,-~- r,+ r,-~"1' 1• J t- 1)' l r,-+Ml r ;~ P4 ;y:'j,,_ ~--
, - I k I S"/4 J ( G ~) = n 4 o o J ~ ~> ( P1 '' r3 '4) y~ '<) .:1_i_l2~ p,_~---
2> l ), 'il n r1 + L-;- r~ + l'lt l T ~'" ( h + ~, J ( ~o_, + ~><. l\ 11 ,_ 
l c.~ ) = '!> ,_ o J ~ 1- ~' ( "1 r,_ r; ri"\2 g v \ , c B rs c h-~- r ,.~- tr t>. J.t-s r"(~,+ r .)~~~~?] 
l2()~\h+\>L-t-V,+P4)+ f d',+ PL) l b+Y<j )fl/l. 
b, l.1o J 'I)~ rJ (PI fL rJ~ {'Lj--~-
~.c) J j\, ( h -t r L + PJ T flt ) t ~ ... ( h + p ~) ( ~i+ r lt )r iJ_ 
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APPENDIX III 
Integrals in real spherical harmonic basis: 
(CA CA \Qo.) 
(2-ol'oli:l.a,'u.,)-: 512. J(//~6 (sls,)>t'-i (·CL)ql~ 
[ l J I>( s·~ + >, -r +> {, ) ,. (3" ( s, ... [,! ( i, + r, ) J q 1 ~ 
· ' & . li q I · 3 b 4 J fc (~I 52) '1 cf I{,_) y ll ~ -f' Js() I d,) J 
[ .2, J ('> l ; I + 5,_ + t I+ h ) +- {SL ( S1 -+- 5,) ( j 1-t t L )j "lil-
t ~ o., ~ L\ I I;!.. a,:t C\ ,\: s I'd r,'l (-!, ~ > h t 4) '\I ::l,f+ :1 D I'-\{, ... -\,+ f [ 1'4 )+ ~~ ( .f ,-. f,) \ f t f 4 ) J 
L"'o ~ li ,-t {,+t~-~"h) +f" ( +,+ L )U, + .f4 )j'5'" 
- ....-7 ~11; ~ly "Si:J.,J(J~Chr,) u~Ll l'"'~'+:J;Jrscr,tP.;tf,+ f,)+~Lc~>t+f,Hr,+-f,)] 
l ~ ~ f'(\>lt ~~ + .f ~-tf, )+ ,~,: lh+r, + f, ... 1, >Jill;:,-~---·---
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b o,,, .l'-
1:18 Ja~ s'''1r''l.j ol114_f "[:l'd+(I,\_S.+~)J 
L !(_ () ~ (5+ p + ukt} + /~ '- (5-1-)') ( J + t) j9 I'· 
i, .2, t ;;< x i CAt \ ~ t :< 
1 
I 0 1 
) = l :1 8 J () 1- (1," [ S' <; ._ /'' Y ( cL 1 J , j1 I 4 
(_.£of (StTS,-+cJ,+J,)+ fl"(S,+dt) (s<+J,_Jj 1/-... 
(~ i: 2- ~~ ;; i~J"' l\&tJ I l)/{1 (r 1 )~ /4 1. -Ri CAt . t<.x '-o_l) :: Ur l' lOt. t,,,_ [1<';Jr1/)~(tJ,+J;tf,""f,_)rt(•N{,)IJtf._J_ 
[~~~ (Jt+Jt+ f,+~~.)t ~,_ \Jt+tt)(Jz+tdJ I'>/J._ --
y )llj '>/J 
:: \GJ \z, (~1 5 •) (p 1 ~,) '-~ [l~+ ~ (<: 1+ c;, )] 
Ll (j \1, ($ 1 + S,+ p1+ fJ+j~( 11-1- \) (P1 +~., )r/L 
,_ I nJRl("" )')ILJ { 01~ '2. Llt~x It:~,~. \:to_\ a,) = ,'hr.; r rlr'- ({, ._) L2 ()+ f(P 1+\>,l] x 
L I,_ 0 I..-+ ~ ~ 0 ( p,+ f._+ f ,+ L) + ~' 0,+ f,_ )I+, t { '-) J 
C:1 0 ~l~t+l\+ t,t L)+~2 (~,+p._)(f,+f,J]"i'L 
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( lt.<.x 1{-u jlo)0-1) = SI2J ()1, ~b s>li.j r"'LJ J.l/4 .('1/y 
l :1. o ~ ( H ~>-+ ~-+ n ,._ r .. cs + + J ( !>+a~ 1 J 9 ,~,_ 
l ') (: '2, J ~>,'> ( '>14 ( 7 lit ll... "' .:1 1 ;t t u: \ 11\ I I c;. 1 J ::. 1.. \ S I S.) J 1 J 1 ) l < O -1- ~ ( S ,+ S. )j 
c~ O ~ ( $ 1 d, + d I -+d, ) + t ( S 1-ri") ( d I ~ J.) J t/ '--
( ~ 1: ~)(:'It L K \ lc;. i1 CII ) =~q.J ~81 t!,J314 I -r ,-r,)"~ c 11 3'+, ~ 01 q, + J/ +, + +,)+ l(citJt) I -r, + r. ) r 
l J ~ ~ ( c:t,+ J, + {,-+ r, J + 0).. ( d 1 +d LJ u 1 + f)..; J ~'- 1~-
ltt\tt) 
"''-f ctt.;i 11t«xl't 't ) -~1..3{r~>,r,l>,.l'4) L'"?J\;;.. 0 ~(r,+r,+ f;""tP4)-t-fCv(v,J\~t~> 4 ;] 2 f l 'f 
[1(]~ (~ 1+r,_-rr,-+l,~)-r~"( r~+~,)C~;tP4)jlh 
(It;<~ 't:<-,~l 't,'Dit,~) = :<,LJ~')(hr,\>3r3"~\,n+~trl+t,_)JL .. ~+~rtP4J] 
[ :1 3 )I ( q r• J>, + f/ P4) + ~"( P1 + p.,_) ( p1 +?4; f' I 1..-
('t-<J't>v\'t.:~~'t,o)= t:lr~J i)'-~s(r,r.r"r4/'Lr 
L"' ~ ~ (h-I-f)..+ J>J + P4 )+ )\"Chi- f.J( P3 -t-~4) r (,_ 
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( ::!.t,ilr:l.:;: \:lt:~.,/1-.:u)= ( :lt;,ty. '~-~"' \:z-t,(jlt,:J)= l)IL J(l3l;c PI vjoly (clrd,}4 
L" 0 ~ l l\t ~,+J l+rl,_ )+ ~'-( rtJI) l~;+-J,J] q '" 
l :'1, t :l ')( It,() I 'a-, t,_ ;( \\:-L 11 ):: I :t. 2 J 0 ~ (, ( 'r,vL {'4(J rJ' )14( i> ~'t 2. 0 i>ld IT J ~.1·N b• (i \>(til) (P, -tJ,) J 
L2~ ~(fi+f,_+di+J, )+1\1( Pi+J!) (p,+J)..)]q',_ 
~ ~ t .:1 )(I hi \ ;); t .:/"f \t'(j):: \ l.. %} \'.(, ( h p, )' 14 ( J I cJ '- i I<; [ 2 J -\" ~ ( f 1t J I l] r d -t ~ ( r, + ,J,_) 1 
~ l 0 ~ ( h+ P, +dr +clc) +(I'- ( t I i- d r ) ( P,+ J t) J "11 L 
L}._o ~ ( l'r+p, +d1+d1. )+ /',__( p,-+ f,_JlJi+ciLJJ "' 11-
l tl t.:~ J( :1. tu I \ to.o I L<l ) - ~ 4 J ~ (, ( Pi f L l" I Lj ( c1, j.,_ ) 7 IL, [ l. ~ + f' ( r I + I' I ) J < 
l1~ '()"~-+ :13 ~CP1+ \"'.+Ji+d,)+ ~·cr,-1 p, )iJI-tdt)j 
. .. . '1/ l1-~ 0 (~1 -+-k+o1 1 tc:lt!+ ~"(P1 -t~,_)ldrtcldJ ,_ 
- ls-(o Ja"~(,ch~,__{'4@1,:t.-l'''1 [2~+\'lh'·rz.J} 
- . 
~ 2 i) ~( h·tp,_ +ell +cl,) 1- ~ .,_ ( h+p.) (ell tel,__) J '1/1-
10 l 
( 2t) )(:l,t:lJ \ ~ t ..l- J(~ t J ;<) = \;J, g} ~1 ( d1J l J].J~ )'4 [1 Lf+ 2 ~ ~(d 1-rJ ,+-J l+J4J+r"( J1td,j(d/dy Jj L 
[ l 3 ~ (d.,tJl -t-el]. +ely) tp,L- ( J-, t-elL I ( J ).+J4 Jj 1111-
----------------------
= "~a·f17 (ci,J,JJ.J4)1'4 c'2 ~,_+"-a~ ( J,tJi'cl~+J4 )~-rrd, t-k) l,~+Jif J] 
---------- ---·------~----· ---·- -·-- ----- ---- - ----------- --- ----· -~----------------
[<- 0 ~(J.,.,..clt+J,+J4 )t r'- (ell tcl2) (dJ +J4) J II h ... 
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APPENDIX IV 
Enumeration of first few determinants for the configuration interaction 
problem: 
Confi!:\uration: ( f/s'-) 
I. lS6-f':,, 
' 
s,f-~) ')_, l ) s,.f;; '>of-3, ) 
:'>. ( So , h; s, ' t- 3) 4. l s,' L; {_3 , S,) 
5'. q,, So; 5, ' +- 3) (o. u,' So 
' 
f-J ' So ) 
7. (S, f->' ' ' S.f:; ) 8. ( , ,, L'; ,, h ' ) 
q, (_$,,r,,. s,, fJ ) I o. (.Sa, f-3; f 3 ' So) 
II. l f -1,) s 0 ; s 0 ' fj) \:1... t t, ' So; f:; ) So) 
\3. ( f 3 , f-, ; s 0 ) s" ) 14. \f-1,, f,; s 0 ) So) 
1). ( s 0 ) ~ 0; h, +-3) I b. (50) s 0 ; f-!., fs) 
(fd /sp) 
4. 
b. (d-.2 Pi ~•P-I, Pr~o P-1\~; PrP• P-1 So, h Po P-1 So) 
7, (Pi Po P-1 , f J ~!Po P-1 $,; J-1 PtPo P-1 $, J Po f-1 So ) 
3. Or Por-I ,J-1-PrhP-r),; f 3 p1 p,j>__,s,"' ~,p_, s,) 
9. ( r1 ~. P-ls.,f,rlr.r-1,. hr. r-1 s • ,cJ_,_ r, r-r ,, l 
lo• (PI P• P-15o,cl-2P1Po~-I~~~~·P-1 O.o '~:>hP-1 So) 
I\. ( {,~,r.r-1 ) PI P•P-1 s.; d-1 ~. r-1 -'•, PI P• P-1 s, l 
\.), (J-l.h foP-1) PI PoP-1 slJ; {,fa ~-1 So, PI ~. ~-( '·) 
I:>,. l Pi f•f-ISa, Pihf-rlo) h hroP-I,J-1.ta f-1 ~.) 
14. l~iroP-1·\o, hr·f-iSo >J_.~~~,/>-r,-f,f,pt So) 
IS', (f-.,~, P·~-1 ,,\-1. P•f-1 so; PI fo P-1 So_, Pi Po ~-1 1,) 
\(, · (ct-1. fl Po ~-1 
1 
h h P-1 io; \'1 Po P-1 So> f I fo f-1 S,,) 
1"7. ({ 3 ~,~.~-~s·~t>,~-~~o; hro r-1 ,d-> hr.r-1 ~") 
,&. l&-<-r1 ror-1 ~.,\>or-Is.; h ro P-', f 1 ti/', r-1 lo J 
\g (~I Po P-1 S,; f 1f,p-1\o)d-d>t Pof-1, PI po f-1 So) 
1-o. ( ~ 1 ~o~ -1 So , J-,r• L1S• i h h hP-1, Ptf'o P-t S,) 
J.l. ( f 3 f• P-1Sb, Pl~oP-1 So; PI Po f-ISo;d-:>.hPJ P-1) 
n. (d-1. pop_,So, \>!Po P-I(•)PIPo p_,lo;{J p1 ~o P-I) 
2:,. \po p-tSo, h ~lro\'-rla;d->hPc~-lso, Prro p-1) 
'1-4. ( P•r-lse;c.l-d,hf-1So;f1 hr.p-,s,, PI Po P-1) 
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~$. (PI \>o~-\~ 0 )+3 ~0 P-1 '>o; PIVD~-\So,d-L ~I u_,) 
1.(;, ( pi\>o V-i So) d-·dd-l So; PI Po P-1 io; h fl\'o r-d 
~ l. ( hro\>-ISo) h Vo r-1 So~ J-L\>1 PoP-1 '~I ro P-1 So) 
2. 2>. (J-1.- r. P-ISc, h fo P-1 So; +> ~I ~0 r-1; h po P-1 So) 
;,9, (PI \>c~- 1 So, P1~o~-t Sc; f, Por-l'';d-l.hrap-1) 
?, o . (VI roP-1 So, f 1 to f-1 So~ d-1 fo P-1 fo; f, ri\'o ~-1) 
3 I. l h fO p-1 So) d-1 PI Pof_l; rd•c P-1 ,,, Pt Po P-1 s, j 
32 lc.\-1.-Pot-1 So,t.,Ji\'o~-1; h~oP-IIc; PI ~oP-IIo) 
33,. (PI Po r-1 So >~IP•P-1 Sc; f,J-l..hP-1 ,hhP-J\o) 
3~. {PI ~o~-1 So; PIPo~-1 S:o; \>1\>oP-1 s,, f3ct-•ror-IJ 
?,'J· ( f 1 cl-'- pop-1 ,pi Po P-1 s,; ~I po P-1\c, lot\,, ~-1 \c) 
?,(,.((>,yo r-''"' f~J-~..hr- 1 ; hrc P-''"' hrc\'-lso) 
\. (hvo~-,c\.,_,~o~-';VI~o,PtPo\>-tJ.-,_) 
'.). (~l~oP-Id•,PlroP-t;h\>o\>-l,flbocJ-,_) 
s. cr,~, r-~'~"'-iJ.; PIP·r-1, \>, p,,h) 
l- (PIPer_,, PIVcP-Iifc~-IGI,,hL~-1.) 
q. lr1 l'oP-Ici-•, P•P-1; r1r•, PIP'P-Id,_) 
.:l.(fl~o~-I,Po~-lci.L)h\>,J-1., ftVoP-1) 
4• (~0 ~-l,h~oV-IJ'-)h~o~-\J-•, ~1\>o) 
(,. 1.. ~oP-td•;Pl\·,~-~J,\'o•l-2., f,h\1-1) 
~. r rot-,J·~ r, P.J-'-> \>, ~¥,, r,~:>o ~-~) 
to· (p,h/'-IJ i'of'-1)-<; hhcl,, ~!\><P-1) 
11. ( f..,~ .. ~J hr~v ... ,J-J..j·h \', l•-1rJ)..) \>, l'o) 
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\~. ( h Po \u, \1, ~-1 J-1.) ~ 1Pc~-l, h \>,dJ II(. lhP-IJ._, hr)-~; hPoJLJ P1PcP--1) 
15 (~IVoV-1 ,rl~,~-\·, ~o~-t<I-L> h\>o<h) 
\(,. ( ro~-IJ-l.J Ptf'J'-•l h~o~-1, hP,P-1) 
n. \YlVo~-l'h,PtPo> ~' \>-1, h\>,~-~~-'-) 
ts.lM,r-t,\>IVo'h·, ~,~_,J.-t, \>1'r,\'-d 
\ q. l~l\>od,_,h\>of-1) ~~h~-1 ; vo\>-IJ-t) 
2.0• (~\?,,\>1\'o~-IJ,;~IPoV-JJ-•1 Po~-1) 
u. 
~ ~, r, ~-~, \> ,?.dt; hv· V-'' \>,~_,J-t) 1.2. (~ 1 ~,J,,h~,~-~~bi'-I'J-•,r~l>~r-1) 
2. 3. l ~i\>o~-\Jh~oP-I;hto~tJPo~-IJ-t) 
l. 4' \h f6Gh, ~,p_,J.-L) ~\raf--t;\> I po P-i) 
l. 5' 
l P \~o ~-IJ-1.) ~lfo~ fo ~-1 1 flhP-1 J,_) 1..6. (f,~,p-t,hr)-''~of-\cl .. ,~,\'oP-t) 
1. (' 
l hr•&-1.) h~·~-1, h~·\>-'J t-.r-IJ .. ) ,_ s ( hro;fiVo\>-,J-•> ftY•~-1 ai>;f,H 
2 q. (hr·~_,,hf.J-'"i~,v.~-~,~,f-1 J,) 3o. Ui~ocPJ PlbP-t;fof-I<-LJf,f,~-
1 ) 
?, i ' ~ h~,~-', fi \>. \>-t; h\>,c\-1., PcP-IJ.'-) 
~2. (~tfoJ-Pr,\>-td>)~tP•P-' 1 t 1 \>oP-1) 
2. '1,' l h ror-',~if•t-doJ1J-l.) fifO fo-t\ ~~. \ \>1\•o\>-1,\>t~o~-1;\>ltof-1, p,J,d-2) 
2,:;. u 0 J,d-t) M· f-1} r\ po V-1} ~I Po P-1) 2.G ( hU-,,~.J,_cl-'-iM,~-~, \>J\',r-1) 
APPENDIX V 
Relations between ')(~,-,coefficients obtained by the Lf operator in the 
configuration ( d"/V): 
X ~i. - - l L xh + x0i+s -+.l x f.-, ... _sc,] + 3/:Z, - l 
'><j.>t:-do4 - -'- L ;i.,'>< v -+- J, >< I g + Y v< d d :; ~ l :,o.( -t 
X ~c -+ ,:'2/1 (, - t[ XH + x Y' + g -4 X~-'+ 3 G J .. 
X 1--'l -r .2. g g 
I 
Xr,.c+8-4 X ~t + 3 <,] - ~[ X !>- C + -
'/..l~i +;t8 '-1 - .[37 X P.< -r3:t- ~ -=: I ... ~ - ;;_, 
r;7 L;0 X h X~rt +3£] Xh +l7b - ~3 - X~-t+8 -+ - b 
xh+:J-~g - cf:,l [ -XH i' ~ Xp.c +8 + Xh+.Jd - (, 
'X h +:Lbo - B [ x +:i'><~-t+8-+ ':<J-.c+s(J - 6 - h 
X[>i_-t-:15:1 J31 + X/,{-+.sG l = G [;l.)(h·- X~-t+g 
y p( -+'- 44 -W 
-t- ':i.~c+B +.) '><h +3(, J - -r l '!<(t-l -
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LOI 
[~HJ1x- 3+- 1 --f-x J ~ _ 
PHJ-fx-8-t)<fx ]1--
[ n -t- _J 1 x - H x, J 1 -
-
-
-
-
-
-
7 ~- \ - I '-'i'+- l</x ~-
[ hl"f x + 1fx J T -
[ 3 +Jvf X + 1 1 X ] ~ -
[''t'+Jr/)( + ~+Nfx- )1x r; J Jr ::: 
r~'i'+11x + 3-t-11)\ 1; + '-Jx -]~~ :; 
[n+11x+ '8-t)ixt+ lvfx-Jlt-
r~f+lv/x, + 8-t-.J<fx- .'7x_ 1] ~"' -
0---)=_1 '- 'L + ~-1 X & 
c 
8hi+ 11X. 
")SI+_Hx 
I; ~1+11 X 
1 Ll+11.x 
~Li+1 1 x 
\7~1 + 1 1 X 
'Chi +-:1 X 
00'Ctl1x: 
3oce t-'1x 
'11 '1;-t ?vi X 
~'C'C+ I'J )\ 
[ c;'l+l1'1-." + 8 +Lfx + .J1x ] i- =- 8 'b'b+?1~ 
/ n+l'fxr+ 8-t-'--lx + .111\ l m::: 'Jtt:+11x 
'X ~i + 12£ ::- ;-~ [ Xf,.( + X /.cl +Jc] 
x~l +11o :- 1:~ LX~[ +8 + X~i+..s(] 
+ 'x: {--t + 36] 
+ Yf--t·+ ~+ :t x~, + .~c:J 
X k+S 2 
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ABSTRACT 
A matrix version of Hartree-Fock self-consistent-field cal-
culation is applied to o16 and 0 15 nuclei. The two-body interaction 
operator employed has a .Serl.er exchange character with repulsive 
core and tensor component. A projection operator technique has been 
used to construct 1/S wave functions from the various excited configur-
ations which interact with the ground state. The configuration inter-
16 
action calculation gives the ground state energy of 0 to be -129.91 
mev, neglecting the coulomb forces, which contribute 18.24 mev. 
An attempt is made to perturb the shell model ground state wave 
function by mixing d orbital with occupied p orbital and f orbital 
with occupied s orbital, but it turned out that no such mixing occurs. 
The f3 1;~~ splitting in o15 nucleus due to the tensor force is estimated 
to be 4. 05 mev, but the calculation puts the P>,. level lower than the 
p 'f._ level. 
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